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Abstract 

 

Synergistic and Intelligent Control of Vehicle Powertrain-

Aftertreatment Systems 

 

Yao Ma, Ph.D. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2019 

 

Supervisor:  Junmin Wang 

 

This study aims to investigate the potential improvement of energy efficiency and 

emission performance for a ground transportation system equipped with connected and 

automated vehicles (CAV) by means of intelligent and coordinated control design from 

vehicle powertrain and aftertreatment perspectives. First, a dedicated control algorithm is 

designed for heavy-duty vehicle exhaust emission aftertreatment system against unknown 

catalyst aging condition. To reduce the tailpipe NOx emissions, urea-based selective 

catalytic reduction (SCR) systems, which utilize ammonia as the reducing agent for 

deNOx reactions, have become indispensable for Diesel engine powertrains in ground 

vehicles. A closed-loop cost-friendly SCR controller is designed for the implementation 

purpose. Second, predictive control methods for vehicle powertrain and aftertreatment 

systems utilizing information induced by road environment perception and connectivity 

of vehicles are proposed. Simulation results indicate the overall emission performance as 

well as energy efficiency can be improved with a proper synthesis of preview information 

and coordinated control design. Third, the impacts of human driver behaviors variation 

on vehicle fleet energy consumption and travel time are evaluated providing insights on 
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future CAV control design for efficiency improvement. Through a proper integration of 

these three interconnected aspects, an energy-efficient mobility for future transportation 

system is envisioned. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The regulations of heavy-duty vehicle engine efficiency and emissions have seen 

radically stringent development over the recent years [1]. This includes the greenhouse 

gases (GHG) and NOx emissions from Diesel engines. In 2018, CARB (California Air 

Resources Board) proposed a Phase 2 GHG regulation [2]; European Union (EU) 

enforces that all new heavy-duty vehicles have to report the CO2 emissions and fuel 

consumptions using the Vehicle Energy Consumption Calculation Tool [3]; India has 

also published the final fuel efficiency standards for Diesel-powered trucks and buses. 

These newly developed or revised regulations require a significant cut of fuel 

consumption and emissions over the next decade. 

Traditionally these regulations are met through technology advancement in the 

areas of engines, drivelines and aftertreatment systems. Some examples include 

combustion system (insulated surfaces, higher temperature coolant, etc.), fuel system 

(faster injection), air handling system (Exhaust Recirculate, larger turbocharger, etc.), 

aftertreatment system (Oxidized Catalyst, Particulate Filter, etc.) and mechanical system 

decoupling and electrification. Some recent studies are briefly presented. In [4], authors 

demonstrate through simulation results that a 55% break thermal efficiency can be 

achieved without a waste heat recovery system on a 9.8L HD engine. In [5], authors 

measure the in-cylinder soot properties evolution over a combustion cycle. Results show 

that an increased EGR, although reducing the soot formation rate, will lead to more soot 

in the exhaust. In [6], authors develop a model using steady-state and transient 

measurements, absorption spectroscopy and first-principle calculation to describe a low-

temperature SCR redox cycle. The model can provide marked insights in thermal aging, 
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N2O formation and potentially leads to better catalysts. In [7], authors demonstrate the 

potential to achieve 97.1% NOx reduction efficiency for a pick-up truck over the FTP-75 

cycle. The aftertreatment system includes oxidized catalyst and two selective catalytic 

reduction systems. In [8], authors propose a series of implementations including 

improved combustion, cooled EGR, heat retention in exhaust pipe and aftertreatment 

system with both lean NOx trap and SCR, to achieve NOx emissions lower than 15mg/mi 

for a 3.3L engine over US06 cycle. 

In addition to these incremental improvements from vehicle powertrain 

perspective, the growing connectivity and automation of vehicles also introduce extra 

degrees of freedom for control design purposes. Vehicle connectivity refers to the 

vehicle’s capability to exchange information with its surrounding environment including 

other vehicles, infrastructures, pedestrians and so on. Such communications are often 

implemented in the forms of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) 

and other communication networks. Connectivity provides vehicles the ability to interpret 

and interact with surroundings and enables the automation. Vehicle automation refers to 

the vehicle’s capability of taking over driving tasks which are normally handled by 

human drivers in certain instances. Some applications of automation commonly found in 

the market include cruise control, active lane-keeping and automatic emergency braking. 

A fully automated vehicle should be able to operate on any roads and in any conditions a 

human driver can negotiate [9]. By operating the vehicles with increased awareness of 

surroundings, a CAV can avoid energy inefficient operating conditions for its powertrain 

system. Unlike the traditional reactive powertrain control schemes which select the 

optimal operating points for the powertrain according to the current power demands, a 

CAV can provide preview information of vehicle speed and torque profiles within a short 
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term. This information can then be used to plan and optimize the vehicle powertrain 

operation in a proactive manner such that the overall energy efficiency can be improved 

over the trip. In [10], authors report a fuel saving between 5% to 10% by previewing 

upcoming driving profiles and managing the engine on/off control accordingly to reduce 

the fuel waste during engine start phase. In [11], authors compute the hybrid electric 

vehicle battery state of charge reference considering the elevation profile and speed limits 

to maximize the energy regeneration during deceleration and downhill roads. In [12], 

authors provide an optimal speed profile for a human driver over a given route 

considering terrain, traffic and vehicle powertrain information using the method of 

dynamic programming. Experimental results demonstrate a 5-15% improvement of fuel 

economy. 

While the primary motivation of CAV technology is on the improvement of 

transportation safety and convenience for drivers, there are also great impacts in energy 

efficiency and emissions of the transportation sector [13], [14]. On the transportation 

system level, quantitative impacts of CAV are hard to predict especially considering 

different levels of CAV market penetration. However, there are several major impacts of 

CAV on transportation sector can be expected. Some representative aspects include the 

congestion and road capacity, travel cost valuation, and vehicle utilization. Traffic 

congestion and idling lead to significant energy waste and emissions especially in urban 

area during rush hours. CAV can effectively expand the road capacity by decreasing the 

number of vehicles on the roads and proper sizing of large vehicles with few passengers. 

CAV technology can also increase road capacity by allowing vehicles to safely travel in a 

shorter gap distance, avoiding heavily congested routes, coordinating vehicle operation 

with signal lights and damping frequent acceleration and deceleration maneuvers. 
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Another significant impact is on the reduction of travel cost. By allowing drivers and 

passengers to utilize the travel time, which is originally assigned for operating vehicles, 

towards productive and leisure activities, the valuation of travel time cost is substantially 

reduced. To realize these above-mentioned advantages, a proper control algorithm for 

CAV is indispensable. In [15], authors experimentally demonstrate that through 

controlling the speed of an autonomous vehicle in the flow, the traffic stop-and-go waves 

can be dampened. It suggests that flow control is possible via a small number of 

autonomous vehicles. In [16], authors show that emission reduction can be achieved by 

longitudinal control of CAV in a congested platoon using a nonlinear model predictive 

control method. Such benefit is found to increase with the penetration rate of CAV in the 

platoon. In [17], authors present the experiment results of a platoon of three class 8 trucks 

in both cruising and transient speed profiles. By keeping the gap distance between 

vehicles small, the air drags of the following vehicles are reduced leading to a fuel save 

of 10-14% for the following vehicles. 

Despite the disrupting transformation that CAV may introduce, human drivers 

will remain to be the majority of operators on the road in the foreseeable future. As the 

CAV technology advances and the public gains more trust, the adoption rate of CAV will 

increase as well. Therefore, a most likely scenario will be a mixed traffic consists of both 

human drivers and CAV with human drivers being the dominate agents. In this case, it is 

beneficial to study the human drivers’ behaviors and the impacts on the mobility, energy 

efficiency and emissions performance of the hybrid transportation system. In [18], 

authors propose a hybrid input-output automata model to describe human driver car-

following behaviors. Three human factors are considered: distance estimation error, 

reaction delay and temporal anticipation. Comparison results against other established 
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models show that proposed approach can replicate human driver’s speed profiles more 

accurately. In [19], authors propose an approach to identify driver behaviors from vehicle 

trajectories and to use it for the CAV control purpose. Features like acceleration, relative 

speed and lane-keeping are used to derive a data-driven mapping directly from driver 

behaviors to vehicle trajectory. An application of this approach in navigation is presented 

showing the safety enhancement. In [20], authors propose an autonomous car-following 

model based on reinforcement learning approach utilizing specific driver’s historical 

data. Simulation results show a higher accuracy in capturing the vehicle trajectory and 

motion compared with other data-driven car-following models. It indicates that a tailored 

car-following model considering the driver’s distinct preferences can outperforms some 

of the traditional empirical models. 

To summarize, this study investigates the potential of improving the energy 

efficiency, emission performance and mobility of an energy efficient mobility system 

equipped with CAV. A hierarchical approach is adopted in this dissertation including 

three major sections: 1. Individual vehicle emission aftertreatment system control; 2. 

Integrated powertrain and aftertreatment system control featuring vehicle connectivity 

and automation. 3. Human driver behaviors and impacts on transportation economic 

performance. An illustration of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 A hierarchical approach for energy efficient mobility system. 
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The remaining of this dissertation is arranged following this structure. In the first 

section, three related topics on the practical control design of Diesel aftertreatment 

systems are presented, including catalyst aging condition estimation in Chapter 2, 

adaptive control design for different catalyst conditions in Chapter 3 and closed-loop 

ammonia coverage ratio control in Chapter 4. In the second section, two applications of 

integrated powertrain and aftertreatment system control are presented to demonstrate the 

benefits of vehicle connectivity and automation in energy efficiency and emissions 

mitigation. An application of utilizing road grade preview to reduce the fuel consumption 

and emissions for a Hybrid Electric Vehicle is included in Chapter 5. Another application 

of vehicle platooning and predictive control of aftertreatment system is presented in 

Chapter 6. In the third section, the drivers’ behaviors study and impacts on vehicle fleets 

economic performance are presented in Chapter 7. Concluding remarks and future work 

plan are made at last. 
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VEHICLE EXHAUST EMISSION CONTROL 

Chapter 2: Selective Catalytic Reduction Systems Aging Estimation 

This study presents two observers to estimate the aging condition of selective 

catalytic reduction systems in vehicle applications. SCR systems have been widely 

recognized as one of the leading engine exhaust gas aftertreatment systems for reducing 

Diesel powertrain tailpipe NOx emissions in ground vehicle applications. While fresh 

SCRs are quite effective in reducing tailpipe NOx emissions, their NOx reduction 

capabilities and performances substantially degrade with in-service aging. To maintain 

the emission control performance of a SCR system for a Diesel engine during the entire 

vehicle service life, it is thus critical to have an accurate estimation of the SCR system 

aging condition. In this paper, two Lyapunov-based observers utilizing the measurement 

of NOx and ammonia concentrations are analytically developed and verified in 

simulations for estimating the SCR aging condition. The measurement uncertainty is 

explicitly considered in the observer design process. A sufficient condition for the 

boundedness of the estimation error is derived. Simulation results under the US06 test 

cycle demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed observers. Some of the contents in 

this chapter are from author’s previous work [21] where author conducted 

experimental tests, simulation study and wrote the paper. 

2.1 BACKGROUND 

The NOx emissions from light-to-heavy-duty Diesel engines have been 

significantly tightened by the emission regulatory bodies, such as Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) and California Air Resources Board (CARB), in the past 

decade due to the growing concerns of the environment and public health [22], [23]. To 
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address this issue, urea-based selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems, which utilize 

ammonia as the reducing agent for deNOx reactions, have become indispensable for 

Diesel engine powertrains in ground vehicles [24], [25]. After an SCR has accumulated a 

considerable service time, its emission reduction capability will significantly degrade and 

inevitably lead to a lower NOx reduction efficiency and higher ammonia slip, known as 

the aging effect of the SCR system. The causes of SCR aging are complex and 

multifarious involving the effects of temperature, exhaust component, structure and 

material of catalysts, etc. [26]. One of the important consequences of SCR aging is the 

decrease of ammonia storage capacity of the SCR system. As the NOx will only react 

with the ammonia that is adsorbed to the catalyst sites, the system performance will drop 

when SCR is not able to provide enough space to store ammonia during catalytic 

reactions [27].  

The study regarding aging effect estimation and control method remains scarce. 

Reference [28] provides experimental results for a two-way SCR/DPF system at two 

aging conditions, 4000 miles and 120000 miles, simulated by hydrothermal aging 

method. The study shows that ammonia storage capacity in general decreases as a 

function of aging condition, soot loading condition and temperature. No quantitative 

relationship is presented, though. Reference [29] investigates the effect of NO2 for both 

fresh and aged zeolite catalyst in NH3-SCR reaction. Experimental results indicate the 

overall NOx conversion rate substantially decreases for the aged zeolite catalyst. The 

aged sample is achieved by hydrothermal method. Reference [30] presents the aging 

effect on Fe-Zeolite SCR caused by chemical method. The study shows the experimental 

results to demonstrate the aging caused by phosphorus and sulfur which results in a loss 

of NOx conversion and increased ammonia slip. It concludes that the chemical blocks 
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adsorption sites for ammonia and reduces the ammonia storage capacity eventually. 

Reference [31] studies the effects of hydrothermal treatment on different Cu/Zeolite 

catalysts. Results do not show uniform behavior of all catalysts. Reference [32] 

investigates an improved Cu/Zeolite catalyst thermal stability for hydrothermal aged 

condition by a dedicated design of temperature program. Overall most existing studies 

focus on the experimental results to present a qualitative relationship between aging 

condition and NOx conversion efficiency for a certain class of catalyst. Due to the 

complexity of the causes of aging effect, such methods are not able to provide a general 

approach to deal with aging condition. 

The objective of this study is to develop observers to estimate the ammonia 

storage capacity for aged SCR systems. The advantage of this method is to provide a 

general approach to quantitatively estimate the actual ammonia storage capacity without 

the need of studying the specific causes of the aging effect which vary from thermal to 

chemical reasons as explained above. Such an estimation method can provide a better 

knowledge of the aged SCR condition and be beneficial for future control design to 

improve overall NOx removal efficiency. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, the SCR operation 

principles and the control-oriented SCR model will be introduced briefly. Then, two 

observers to estimate the ammonia storage capacity are developed. After that, simulation 

results under the US06 test cycle are presented and discussed. Finally, concluding 

remarks are made at the end of this chapter. 
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2.2 SCR OPERATION PRINCIPLES AND DYNAMIC MODEL 

In this section, a brief description of the SCR working mechanism and related 

reactions will be presented first. Based on the mass conservation law of the major 

reactions, a four-state SCR model is introduced next.  

2.2.1 SCR Operation Principles 

Urea solution is the preferred source of ammonia and the sprayed urea solution 

will be converted to ammonia through process (2.1)-(2.3), known as the urea solution 

evaporation, thermal decomposition of solid urea and hydrolysis of isocyanic acid 

(HNCO), respectively [33]. 

  2 2 2 2 2NH CO NH l NH CO NH xH O      ,  (2.1) 

 2 2 3NH CO NH HNCO NH    ,  (2.2) 

 2 3 2H O HNCO NH CO   .  (2.3) 

Reaction (2.1) represents the urea solution evaporation process. The reaction rate highly 

depends on temperature and droplet size [34] which are determined by injector design 

and varying engine operation conditions. Reaction (2.2) represents the urea 

decomposition process which again highly depends on the temperature. Reaction starts 

from temperature around 200 C to a maximum reaction rate at 350 C [35]. To maintain 

the high decomposition rate, urea injection starts after reaching 200 C and double wall 

design to reduce heat loss is generally adopted. Reaction (2.3) represents the isocyanic 

acid hydrolyzation process. The reaction rate is two orders of magnitude higher than main 

SCR deNOx reaction as reported in [33]. Overall the complete conversion from urea to 

ammonia can be expected in upstream SCR if the exhaust temperature is sufficiently high 

and injector and SCR are well designed. This is the reason why this dynamical process is 

not taken into account in the model development. After the urea-to-ammonia conversion 
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process, the adsorption of ammonia to the catalyst and desorption of ammonia from the 

catalyst can occur simultaneously, as described by reaction (2.4), [36] 

 3 3freeNH NH   ,  (2.4) 

where the forward reaction and the reverse reaction denote the ammonia adsorption and 

desorption, respectively; free  represents the free catalyst sites. The ammonia coverage 

ratio 
3NH  is defined as below, 

 
3 3NH NHM   ,  (2.5) 

where 
3NHM  refers to the amount of ammonia adsorbed on the catalyst sites;   denotes 

the total SCR ammonia storage capacity in mole/m3. The major catalytic deNOx reactions 

can be described by the following three reactions [24], 

 3 2 2 24 4 4 6NH NO O N H O     ,  (2.6) 

 3 2 2 22 2 3NH NO NO N H O     ,  (2.7) 

 3 2 2 24 3 3.5 6NH NO N H O    .  (2.8) 

Depending on the material of catalysts and NO2/NOx ratio, the reaction rates of (2.6)-

(2.8) can vary significantly. Reaction (2.8) is commonly known as NO2-SCR whose 

reaction rate is low in conventional Vanadium based SCR catalyst [25]. In addition, More 

than 95% of NOx emissions in typical Diesel exhaust is composed of NO [36]–[38] which 

leaves overall the reaction rate of (2.8) much slower than other deNOx reactions. 

Exception can be made if Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC) is adopted before SCR and if 

it is able to significantly shift NO2/NOx ratio within the operation condition [39], 

otherwise it is safe to assume the NOx consists of solely NO. Note that intentionally 

converting NO to NO2 though favors the SCR reaction, the reactant NO2 is more toxic 

than NO therefore requires extra caution to proceed. In addition, ammonia and NO 
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oxidation can affect the SCR performance directly. The reactions are described in (2.9)-

(2.12), 

 3 2 2 24 3 2 6NH O N H O    ,  (2.9) 

 3 2 24 5 4 6NH O NO H O    ,  (2.10) 

 3 2 2 24 4 2 6NH O N O H O    ,  (2.11) 

 2 22 2NO O NO  .  (2.12) 

Ammonia oxidation, in general, is undesired since it consumes extra ammonia leading to 

an increased urea injection. Reaction (2.11) in particular is highly undesired since N2O 

has a large green-house gas potential. Reactions (2.10) and (2.11) can be avoided if Fe-

Zeolite catalyst is available as reported in [40]. The study shows 100% selectivity of NH3 

oxidation towards N2 instead of NO and N2O under this circumstance.  

2.2.2 SCR Dynamic Model 

The main reactions to be considered are (2.4), (2.6), (2.7), (2.9), (2.12). The 

continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) method is used which assumes states are 

homogenous within the catalyst. The general equation of CSTR method is based on mass 

conservation law: 

        accumulation in out generation   .  (2.13) 

Based on the continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) modeling approach and the mass 

conservation law, a control-oriented SCR model can be represented in the following 

state-space form (13) [41]: 
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,  (2.14) 

where NOC , 
3NHC , 

3NH are the NO concentration, NH3 concentration, ammonia coverage 

ratio at the tailpipe; subscript in means the inlet condition;   is the ammonia storage 

capacity which varies with temperature, and it is modeled by the following equation [42]: 

 2
1

S TS e    ,  (2.15) 

where 1 2,S S  are positive constants and   is the aging factor. For a fresh catalyst   is 

defined as 100% and as the catalyst is aged, it will decrease, representing the decrease of 

the ammonia storage capacity.  exp /
ii r ir k E RT     where 1,2,3,4 ,4 ,5i F R    

indicate the reaction rate of reactions (2.6), (2.7), (2.9), (2.4), (2.12), respectively. 

Subscript F and R represent the forward and reverse reactions. 
ir

k  is a positive constant 

and iE  is the activation energy; i  is the ammonia desorption efficiency; T denotes the 

exhaust gas temperature; SV is the exhaust gas space velocity; 
3 ,NH inC  represents the 

ammonia concentration at the SCR inlet. 

2.3 SCR AGING CONDITION OBSERVER DESIGN 

The SCR catalyst ammonia storage capacity will decrease with the aging effect, 

and NOx reduction performance will sacrifice due to the lack of available ammonia to 

react with. Therefore, the actual ammonia storage capacity is a variable changing slowly 

with time and hard to measure. That is the reason why estimation is needed under such 

circumstance.  
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2.3.1 Observer Design based on NO Concentration Dynamics 

The observer will utilize the dynamics of NO concentration at tailpipe to compute 

the estimated aging factor. Gas concentrations, temperature and space velocity are 

measured or calculated with corresponding sensor signals. In practice, the concentration 

of NO2 at tailpipe is usually low and negligible compared with the total NOx emission. 

This simplifies the NO dynamics model into, 

 2

2 31 1 ,
S T

NO NO O NH NO NO inC rC C S e SVC SVC     .  (2.16)  

Based on the simplified NO dynamics model (16), the estimated NO dynamics is written 

as, 

 2

2 31 1 ,
ˆ ˆS T

NO NO O NH NO NO in NO NOC rC C S e SVC SVC k e     
.  (2.17) 

where ˆ
NOC  and ̂  are estimates of NOC  and   respectively; ˆ

NO NO NOe C C   and NOk  is 

a positive constant. The error dynamic of NOC  is achieved by subtracting (2.17) from 

(2.16), 

 
2

2 31 1

ˆ

S T
NO NO O NH NO NOe rC C S e k e 

  

  

 




.  (2.18) 

For the sake of simplicity denoting 2

2 31 1
S T

NO NO O NHrC C S e   , the error dynamic 

becomes, 

 NO NO NO NOe k e    .  (2.19) 

Proposition 2.1: The following updating law guarantees the estimation error NOe  and      

converge to zero in a finite time globally, 

 ˆ
NO NO NOe    .  (2.20) 

with NO  being a positive constant. 

Proof: In the first step, a Lyapunov function candidate is selected as in (2.21), 

 2 21 1

2 2NO
NO

V e 


   .  (2.21) 
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Take the derivative of  (2.21): 

 
1

NO NO
NO

V e e 


     ,  (2.22) 

Note that ˆ     due to the fact that   is considered as a constant during experiment. 

Substituting (2.19) and (2.20) into (2.22),  

     21
0NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

NO

V e k e e k e    


         .  (2.23) 

It shows that V  is negative semi-definite. 

Next, to use the LaSalle’s invariance principle, define: 

        2 2, | , 0 , | 0NO NO NO NOS e R V e e R e          .  (2.24) 

Let solution     ,NOe t t  belongs identically to S, that is, 

 0 0NO NOe e   .  (2.25) 

Substitute (2.25) to (2.19) and assume 0NO   holds, it can be concluded that 0  . It 

means that the only solution that identically belongs to S is the origin    , 0,0NOe   ,  

therefore the origin is globally asymptotically stable. From a qualitative point of view, we 

can provide some guidelines on how to choose the design parameters ,NO NOk  . Consider 

the estimation error dynamics, 

 
NO NO NO NO

NO NO NO

e k e

e

 

  

  






,  (2.26) 

 
0

NO NONO NO

NO NO

ke e
  
     

     
    


 

,  (2.27) 

The characteristic equation of the system is, 

 2 2 0NO NO NOk      .  (2.28) 

By choosing the parameter ,NO NOk  , one can arbitrarily place the eigenvalues of the 

system depending on the specific performance requirement. 
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Remark: The designed observer requires knowledge of 
3NH . The ammonia coverage 

ratio is not available directly. However, it can be estimated using the observers proposed 

in [43]. It is assumed that 0NO   in the estimation error convergence proof, which 

essentially implies the requirement of 0NOC  .  If the condition is not met, i.e. at certain 

operation condition 0NO  , the updating law (2.20) becomes ˆ 0   which indicates the 

parameter updating stops. This requirement practically imposes a measurable amount of 

NO on the observation of aging factor. 

2.3.2 Measurement Noise Analysis 

In practice, the measured NO concentration is often contaminated with noise 

which introduces uncertainty in the observer design. The effect of disturbance is 

explicitly considered in the following analysis. Assuming that the measured signal is 

contaminated by a band-limited white noise NOd . The estimated NO dynamics (2.17) is 

rewritten as,  

 
    

2

2 3

,

1 1

ˆ ˆ
NO NO NO NO in NO NO NO

S T
NO O NH

C SV C d SVC k e d

rC S e

 

  

      




.  (2.29) 

And the error dynamics is achieved by subtracting (2.29) from (2.16), 

  ˆNO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOe k e C SV k d         .  (2.30) 

Taking the same Lyapunov function candidate (2.21) and taking derivative as (2.22). 

Together with (2.30), the derivative is computed as, 

  2 1
ˆ ˆ

NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO

V k e e C e SV k d    


 
       

 
  .  (2.31) 

Next the updating law of aging factor will be determined in a similar form as (2.20), 

  ˆ
NO NO NO NO NOe C d     .  (2.32) 
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Note that because the true measurement of NO is unavailable, the contaminated signal is 

used in the updating law. Substitute (2.32) to (2.31), 

 

 
 
 

2

2

2

ˆ

ˆ

NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

NO NO NO NO NO NO

V k e e d e SV k d

V k e a SV k e d

V k e SV k e d

  

  

 

     

     

    

 
 


,  (2.33) 

Applying the following inequality, 

 
2

NO NO NO NO NO NOV k e SV k e d      .  (2.34) 

Therefore, a sufficient condition for 0V   can be deducted as, 

 NO NO
NO NO

NO

SV k
e d

k

   
 .  (2.35) 

The condition (2.35) can be interpreted as the bound estimation of estimating error . Once 

the error exceeds the limit given by (2.35), the derivative of the proposed Lyapunov 

function becomes negative, which guarantees the boundedness of the estimating error. 

2.3.3 Observer Design based on NO and NH3 Concentration Dynamics 

There are certain situations when 0NOC   during the engine normal operation. In 

this case the observer based on NO concentration dynamics will fail estimating the aging 

factor since ˆ 0  . Some typical cases when 0NOC   are discussed here. The first trivial 

case arises when the engine is in idle/off status. All emissions are close to zero and no 

measurement can be made to determine the observer. This case should and could be 

avoided when estimating the aging factor. The second case is when the injected ammonia 

concentration is high enough to convert most of NO through SCR reactions and therefore 

the NO at the tailpipe is too low for the observer to utilize. In this case, if a SCR is aged, 

that is the ammonia storage capacity decreases, a significant amount of ammonia slip 

should be expected at the tailpipe. Inspired by the approach adopted in the previous 
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observer design procedure, a similar approach incorporating ammonia concentration 

dynamics is introduced here to overcome the estimation difficulty when NO 

concentration is low. In addition to NO dynamics (2.16), the ammonia dynamics from 

(2.14) will be considered, 

  
3 3 3 3 34 4 2 ,1NH NH F NH R NH NH inC C r SV r SVC           

 .  (2.36) 

And the estimated ammonia dynamics is, 

  
3 3 3 3 3 3 34 4 2 ,

ˆ ˆ ˆ1NH NH F NH R NH NH in NH NHC C r SV r SVC k e            


,  (2.37) 

where,  

 
2

3 3 3

1
ˆ ˆ

ˆ

S T

NH NH NH

S e

e C C

   

 
,  (2.38) 

and 
3NHk  is a positive constant. Subtracting (2.37) from (2.36), the error dynamics of 

ammonia is written as, 

  
3 3 3 3 3 34 4 21NH NH F NH R NH NH NHe C r r k e         ,  (2.39) 

where 

 ˆ   .  (2.40) 

For the sake of simplicity, denote, 

    2

3 3 3 34 2 4 11 S T
NH R NH NH F NHr C r S e       .  (2.41) 

Substitute (2.41) back to (2.39), the error dynamics is written in a compact form, 

 
3 3 3 3NH NH NH NHe k e      .  (2.42) 

Proposition 2.2: The following updating law guarantees the estimation error NOe , 
3NHe  

and   converge to zero in a finite time globally, 

  
3 3 3

ˆ
NH NH NH NO NOe e     .  (2.43) 

with 
3NH  being a positive constant. 

Proof: First select a Lyapunov Function candidate as in (2.44), 
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3

3

2 2 21 1 1

2 2 2NO NH
NH

V e e 


    .  (2.44) 

Take the derivative of (2.44), 

 
3 3

3

1
ˆNO NO NH NH

NH

V e e e e 


      .  (2.45) 

Substitute (2.19) (2.42) and (2.43) into (2.45), 

 

     

 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3

3

3 3 3 3 3 3

3 3

2 2

2 2

1
NO NO NO NO NH NH NH NH NH NH NH NO NO

NH

NO NO NO NO NH NH NH NH NH NH NO NO

NO NO NH NH

V e k e e k e e e

V k e e k e e e e

V k e k e

      


      

       

      

  

   

   


. (2.46) 

Since NOk   and 
3NHk   are positive constants, the inequality (2.47) holds, 

 
3 3

2 2 0NO NO NH NHV k e k e    .  (2.47) 

Therefore, V  is negative semi definite. Next define set, 

      3 3 3

3 3, , | 0 , , | 0NO NH NO NH NO NHS e e R V e e R e e         .  (2.48) 

Let solution       
3

, ,NO NHe t e t t  belong identically to S, 

 
3

0NO NHe e  .  (2.49) 

Hence the derivative of error dynamics is, 

 
3

0NO NHe e     (2.50) 

Substitute (2.49) and (2.50) to (2.19) and (2.42), it can be concluded that 0   as long 

as 
3

0NO NH    does not stand. Therefore, the only solution that identically belongs to 

S is the origin    
3

, , 0,0,0NO NHe e   . By LaSalle’s invariance principle, it can be proven 

that the origin is globally asymptotically stable. As all estimation errors converging to 

zero, the accurate value of parameter is acquired. 
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Remark: Note that the condition for error convergence proof in this case is different. As 

long as NO  and 
3NH  are not zero simultaneously, the global convergence of estimating 

error can be guaranteed. Under the circumstances of high injected ammonia concentration 

and low tailpipe NO concentration, it is known experimentally the case of 
3

0NO NH    

does not happen. Therefore, the observer (2.43) effectively expands the application range 

of the proposed method of estimating the aging factor. Besides the two cases discussed 

earlier, it is also possible that both NO and ammonia concentrations are close to zero 

during normal engine operation, meaning the catalyst is able to remove most of NO 

without generating significant amount of ammonia slip, which though is the prime case in 

the sense of emission control, may not demand the necessity of estimating the aging 

factor. Some reasonable explanations include the catalyst is fresh and there is enough 

storage capacity; or catalyst is oversized for the engine, etc. In either case catalyst may 

not be fully utilized. Therefore, with an accurate estimation of required storage capacity 

with respect to the engine, the size of SCR can be determined more appropriately. 

2.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

The two proposed aging factor observers were verified in simulation in the US06 

emission test cycle under different SCR aging conditions. 

Figure 2 exhibits the engine exhaust gas temperature and exhaust flow rate 

profiles over the US06 driving cycle. Figure 3 – Figure 6 are the results of the observer 

using solely NO concentration dynamics with no disturbance presented. Figure 3 shows 

the estimated NO concentration compared with the model output. Ammonia coverage 

ratio is set as 0.5 and the aging factor is 0.9 as shown in Figure 4.  Figure 5 and Figure 6 
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display the cases when the aging factor is 0.5, meaning the ammonia storage capacity has 

been reduced by 50%.  

 

Figure 2 Exhaust temperature and flow rate under the US06 cycle. 

 

Figure 3 NO estimation with NO measurement (10% aged). 
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Figure 4 Aging Factor estimation with NO measurement (10% aged). 

 

Figure 5 NO estimation with NO measurement (50% aged). 
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Figure 6 Aging Factor estimation with NO measurement (50% aged). 

Comparing the results in Figure 3 and Figure 5, it is found that as the catalyst 

becoming aged, its capability of removing NO is impaired and consequently leads to an 

increase in the tailpipe NO concentration. However, in both cases, the observer, started 

from much offset initial values, is able to track the true signal within 14 seconds, 

indicating a good performance of the proposed design as long as accurate NO 

concentration measurement is available. In the following simulation cases, a more 

realistic situation where the measurement noises are taken into consideration. The 

contaminated NO concentration measurement will be used in the observer to estimate the 

accurate NO concentration and aging factor simultaneously. Figure 7 shows the 

contaminated NO concentration measurement signal. It is assumed that the measurement 

is subject to a band-limited white noise indicated in Figure 8. 
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Figure 7 Contaminated NO concentration measurement. 

 

Figure 8 NO concentration measurement noise. 
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Under the same working condition with the SCR aging factor set as 0.9, the 

observer performance of NO estimation is presented in Figure 9. The SCR aging factor 

estimation is shown in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 9 NO estimation with NO measurement under disturbance (10% aged). 

 

Figure 10 Aging Factor estimation with NO measurement under disturbance (10% aged). 
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Results indicate that after 80 seconds, the SCR aging factor estimation approaches 

the actual value and the NO concentration estimation converges to accurate measurement 

as well. For a significantly aged SCR catalyst model, the estimation performance is 

presented in Figure 11 and Figure 12, where the aging factor is set as 0.5 and other 

conditions remain the same. 

 

Figure 11 NO estimation with NO measurement under disturbance (50% aged). 
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Figure 12 Aging Factor estimation with NO measurement under disturbance (50% aged). 

Besides an increase in the NO concentration as expected, the observer 

performance remains similar. Next the results of the observer with ammonia 

concentration included are shown below. For a slightly aged catalyst, Figure 13 and 

Figure 14 show the NO and NH3 estimation with no disturbance presents respectively. 

Figure 15 shows the estimation of aging factor in this case. 
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Figure 13 NO estimation with NO and NH3 measurement (10% aged). 

 

Figure 14 NH3 estimation with NO and NH3 measurement (10% aged). 
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Figure 15 Aging Factor estimation with NO and NH3 measurement (10% aged). 

The corresponding results of 50% aged catalyst are shown in Figure 16 – Figure 

18. 

 

Figure 16 NO estimation with NO and NH3 measurement (50% aged). 
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Figure 17 NH3 estimation with NO and NH3 measurement (50% aged). 

 

Figure 18 Aging Factor estimation with NO and NH3 measurement (50% aged). 
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parameter. Next applying the same noise disturbance as previous case, the comparing 

results are shown below. Figure 19 - Figure 21 are the cases of slightly aged catalyst 

while Figure 22 - Figure 24 are for the 50% aged catalyst. 

 

Figure 19 NO estimation with NO and NH3 measurement under disturbance (10% aged). 
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Figure 20 NH3 estimation with NO and NH3 measurement under disturbance (10% aged). 

 

Figure 21 Aging Factor estimation with NO and NH3 measurement under disturbance 
(10% aged). 
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Figure 22 NO estimation with NO and NH3 measurement under disturbance (50% aged). 

 

Figure 23 NH3 estimation with NO and NH3 measurement under disturbance (50% aged). 
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Figure 24 Aging factor estimation with NO and NH3 measurement under disturbance 
(50% aged). 

Under the same noise disturbance, the observer including ammonia estimation is 

able to track the aging factor more accurately and quickly. The main reason is that by 

adding accurate ammonia concentration measurement and properly choosing gain factor 

values, the observer has more information to determine the correct updating law, as in 

(2.43). Therefore, the observer gains robustness against measurement noise from NO. It 

is assumed that the ammonia measurement is accurate here. However, it may be the case 

that both ammonia and NO measurements are disturbed in practice. Under such 

circumstances one needs to determine which measurement is more reliable according to 

the sensor specification and tune the corresponding observer gain factors to obtain a 

better estimation performance. 
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2.5 SUMMARY 

In this study, two SCR aging factor observers are designed to estimate the actual 

ammonia storage capacity. The study firstly suggests a method to estimate the SCR aging 

factor through the dynamics of NO concentration such that the aging factor and NO 

concentration can be estimated simultaneously. The global error convergence proof is 

provided based on a Lyapunov stability analysis. Results show the performance of the 

proposed observer is good with accurate NO measurement. In addition, the effect of 

measurement noise is explicitly considered, and the estimation error boundedness 

condition is derived. With a disturbed NO measurement, the observer is still able to 

provide acceptable estimation results. To overcome the difficulty of the proposed 

observer when NO concentration is low, another observer incorporating ammonia 

dynamics is developed with a similar approach. Results indicate an improved 

performance in sense of aging factor estimation. Comparison results of different aging 

factors are presented. Results show that the performance is consistent with various aging 

conditions regardless of measurement noise. 
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Chapter 3: Adaptive Control of Aged Selective Catalytic Reduction 
Systems 

This study develops a consistent emission control method for automotive selective 

catalytic reduction (SCR) systems against variant aging conditions. SCR systems have 

been widely adopted on Diesel vehicles to reduce tailpipe NOx emissions thanks to their 

superior performance. While fresh SCRs have high NOx removal efficiencies, their NOx 

reduction performances will be significantly impaired as they become aged. To maintain 

the consistent emission performance of a SCR system over its entire duty life, it is 

necessary to design a robust and adaptive control method of SCR against the aging 

effects and strive for the consistent NOx reduction capability especially when SCR runs 

towards its end of life cycle. A control strategy that includes an ammonia coverage ratio 

tracking controller and a reference generator is derived and validated in simulation 

environment to account for various SCR aging conditions. The simulation results of 

US06 test cycle show that the proposed control strategy is able to maintain a consistent 

emission reduction performance under different aging conditions without generating 

excessive ammonia slip. Some of the contents in this chapter are from author’s 

previous work [44] where author conducted experimental tests, simulation study 

and wrote the paper. 

3.1 BACKGROUND 

Lately, due to the growing concern of environmental and public health, the NOx 

emission from Diesel engine has been regulated strictly by the emission regulatory 

bodies, including California Air Resource Board (CARB) and Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) [45]–[47]. Many commercially available exhaust gas treatment 

approaches have been proposed and implemented in ground vehicles to alleviate this 
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issue. Among all the available options, selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems, 

which rely on ammonia to reduce NOx through deNOx reactions, have been proven much 

effective and adopted in many applications [24], [25]. With that being said, the major 

challenge is to determine the critical ammonia dosing rate to remove NOx emission to the 

most extent with respect to catalyst capability, meanwhile avoiding generating excessive 

ammonia slip at tailpipe.  

The study of model-based SCR system control method can be widely found in 

literature generated in the past decade [36], [37], [41], [48]–[51]. It is discovered that 

ammonia coverage ratio, a key factor that affects both NOx reduction performance and 

ammonia slip at same time, must be regulated to a proper level to meet tailpipe NOx and 

ammonia requirements simultaneously. Ammonia coverage ratio is typically driven by 

external urea injection [36], [52]. Due to the time-varying nature of engine and SCR 

system dynamics and working conditions, a fixed ammonia coverage ratio does not 

suffice to provide consistent NOx removal performance under all possible circumstances. 

Especially after the SCR has served for a substantial duty life, the emission performance 

will deteriorate which results in a decrease of NOx reduction efficiency and increase of 

ammonia slip. Such behavior is often referred to as SCR aging effect [28]–[32]. SCR 

aging effect is the result of the combination of several complex factors including catalyst 

structure and material; exhaust component and temperature, etc. [53], [54]. SCR aging 

will lead to reduction of ammonia storage capacity of SCR system [26]. With the 

reduction of ammonia storage capacity, available ammonia to take participate in deNOx 

reactions is also limited since NOx will react with ammonia absorbed by catalyst only 

[27], [55]. In this case, SCR performance will decline, and a control strategy adaptively 
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compensating for the loss of ammonia storage capacity is much beneficial to provide 

admissible emission performance over the whole SCR service life. 

The goal of this study is to develop a control method for SCR system to maintain 

a consistent NOx removal and ammonia slip performance regardless of its aging 

condition. The robust control strategy can be favorable to improve SCR performance 

particularly with catalysts that have had long service time and are aged. 

The remainder of this chapter is arranged as follows. A SCR control method with 

explicit consideration of aging effect to provide consistent emission reduction 

performance is developed first. The performance of the proposed controller is evaluated 

and demonstrated under US06 test cycle with simulation results. Concluding comments 

are made at last. 

3.2 AMMONIA COVERAGE RATIO CONTROLLER DESIGN 

The ammonia storage capacity of SCR catalyst will reduce as it gets aged. 

Consequently, its NOx reduction performance will be impaired by the insufficiency of 

available ammonia to react with. To maintain the same level of available ammonia for 

NOx reduction purpose, 
3NH should increase accordingly. The designed controller is able 

to adjust 
3NH with respect to specific SCR aging conditions.  

The control strategy includes two parts: a tracking controller to drive ammonia 

coverage ratio 
3NH  to a designated level and a reference generator to produce a desired 

3NH  reference for varying SCR aging conditions. In practice, there is only one control 

input 
3 ,NH inC  and it is implemented using a urea injector. The injected urea will then 

vaporize into ammonia and the relationship between the injection rate and ammonia 
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concentration at SCR inlet is characterized in [50]. 
2OC , ,NO inC , gas space velocity and 

temperature are calculated or measured with corresponding sensor signals. 

3.2.1 Controller Design for 
3NH  Tracking 

To drive 
3NH  to target 

3

'
NH , Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are considered, 

 
3 3 3 2 2 2 34 3 1 4 2 1 2 4NH NH F NH o R NO O NO NO F NHr C r C r rC C r C C r C          , (3.1) 

 
3 3 3 3 34 4 2 ,1NH NH F NH R NH NH inC C r SV r SVC           

 .  (3.2) 

Let 
3 3

'
1 NH NHx    , 

32 NHx C , 
3 ,NH inu C , the system dynamics can be rewritten as, 

   
 

1 1 1 1 1 2

2 2 1 2 2,

x f x g x x

x f x x g u

 

 




.     (3.3) 

where,  

   
3

'
1 1 4 11F NHg x r x    2g SV , 

    
3 2 2 2

'
1 1 1 3 1 4 2 1 2NH O R NO O NO NOf x x r C r rC C r C C        , 

     
3 3

' '
2 1 2 2 4 1 4 1 2, 1F NH R NHf x x x r x SV r x            . 

Proposition 3.1: The control law (3.4) is able to regulate 
3NH  to a set point of 

3

'
NH . 

 1 1 2 2
2

1
u g x f

g
        ,    (3.4) 

with 

 1 1 1
1

1
f x

g
    ,     (3.5) 

2x   ,      (3.6) 

where 1 , 2  are positive constants. 

Proof: Selecting a Control Lyapunov function (CLF) candidate as in (3.7): 
2 2
1

1 1

2 2
V x   ,    (3.7) 

Take derivative of (3.7), 
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  1 1V x x    .     (3.8) 

where 

  1 1 1 2 1 1x f g x f g       .    (3.9) 

Substitute (3.5) into (3.9), 

 1 1 1 1x x g    ,      (3.10) 

Meanwhile, 

2 2 2x f g u         .     (3.11) 

Substitute (3.9) and (3.11) into (3.8), 

 2
1 1 1 1 2 2V x g x f g u         .    (3.12) 

Finally Substitute u  into (3.12), 
2 2

1 1 2V x     .     (3.13) 

As shown in (3.7) and (3.13), V  is positive definite and V  is negative except 

origin    1, 0,0x   , the origin therefore is asymptotically stable. That is 

   1lim , 0,0
t

x 


 . Recalling that 1x  is the tracking error of ammonia coverage ratio, the 

control law guarantees the actual coverage ratio will converge to target 
3

'
NH  as time 

approaches infinity. 

Remark: Full-state feedback is required to implement the control law. While the 

concentration of 3NH  and xNO  can be obtained by sensors, the ammonia coverage ratio 

3NH  is not directly measurable by any currently available sensors. The value of 
3NH  can 

be estimated using the observers proposed in [43]. 

As proven in proposition 3.1, the tracking error will converge to zero when time 

approaches infinity. The proof, however, does not show the converging rate of tracking 

error. The converging rate plays a critical role in the controller design for the following 

reasons. In (3.3) the derivative of 
3

'
NH is assumed to be zero since the controller is 
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designed to track a constant target reference. In practice the reference coverage ratio is a 

slowly time-varying signal due to the slowly varying nature of the ammonia coverage 

ratio. Hence, for the controller (3.4) to successfully tracking the reference coverage ratio, 

the converging rate of tracking error has to be fast enough such that 
3

'
NH can be 

approximated as zero. In other words, when the converging rate is significantly faster 

than the reference coverage ratio changing rate, the problem of tracking a time-varying 

reference is deduced to the problem of tracking a constant target. The fast convergence of 

tracking error can be guaranteed by the exponential stability of origin    1, 0,0x   . As 

shown in the proof of proposition 3.1,  
2 2

1

1 1

2 2
V x   ,      (3.14) 

2 2
1 1 2V x     .      (3.15) 

Hence exists positive constants 1 2 3, ,    such that,  

   
 

2 2 2 2
1 1 2 1

2 2
3 1

x V x

V x

   

 

   

  
,    (3.16) 

From the inequalities of (3.16), it can be concluded that,  

 3

2

V V



  .      (3.17) 

By comparison lemma, 

       3 2/
1 0 , 0 tV V x e    .     (3.18) 

Hence,  
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3 2

2 2 //
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1
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,  (3.19) 
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By definition, the origin is exponential stable. The converging rate is governed by the 

constant 3

2




 . With a proper choice of 1 2,  , fast convergence can be achieved. 

3.2.2 Design of Reference Ammonia Coverage Ratio 

As mentioned in the previous section, the desired ammonia coverage ratio varies 

depending on catalyst actual ammonia storage capacity, which reduces as it gets aged. 

Meanwhile excessive ammonia slip at the tailpipe should also be avoided. The idea is 

summarized as a function below [56]: 

 
3 3

' ,NH NHf C   .    (3.20) 

Proposition 3.2: The following equation is a specific implementation of (3.20) which 

fulfills the purpose of generating a target ammonia coverage ratio. 

3 3 3

3

3 3

'

,' *

,

1
,

0,

NH NH NH thfresh
NH

NH NH th

C C

C C



      
 

,   (3.21) 

3

3 3 3

3

' *

' ' * ' *

' *

1, 1

,0 1

0, 0

NH

NH NH NH

NH



  



 
  
 

,     (3.22) 

where 
3 ,NH thC  is the threshold for the tailpipe ammonia slip. The aging factor can be 

estimated offline using observer with NOx and NH3 measurements because the aging 

factor changes slowly [21], [57]. 

Proof: As shown in the previous proof, controller (3.4) is able to regulate 1x  and   to 

zero in an exponentially converging rate. As  converges to zero, 2x   as a result. 

Since 1 0x  , Eq. (3.5) becomes 

1 1/f g   ,      (3.23) 

where  
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3 2 2 2

3

'

1 1 3 1 4 2 1 2

'

1 1 4 1

NH O R NO O NO NO

F NH

f x r C r rC C r C C

g x r

  



    

 
.   (3.24) 

For the sake of simplicity denoting,  

 
2 2 23 1 4 2 1 2 4/O R NO O NO NO Fr C r rC C r C C r      .   (3.25) 

Therefore, the following relationship holds after a finite time when the controller has 

successfully tracked the signal: 

3

3

3

'

'2 1
NH

NH

NHC x



   


.     (3.26) 

Eq. (3.26) shows that the ammonia slip is positively related to the reference ammonia 

coverage ratio when   remains unchanged. In practice, the concentration of 2NO  at 

tailpipe is usually low and negligible compared with the total xNO  emission. This 

simplifies the NOC  dynamics model into, 

2

2 31 1 ,
S T

NO NO O NH NO NO inC rC C S e SVC SVC     .   (3.27) 

To maintain the same NOC  dynamics for both fresh and aged SCR systems, it requires 

that, 

3 3NH NHaged fresh
        ,     (3.28) 

given that all other parameters remain same, including oxygen, temperature, flow rate 

and input NO. Recalling that when the SCR is fresh, aging factor is defined as 1 

which indicates the intact ammonia storage capacity.  The Eq. (3.28) can be rewritten in  

3 3

1
NH NHaged fresh

 


       .     (3.29) 

Eq. (3.29) provides a preliminary guideline to choose the reference ammonia coverage 

ratio as in (3.21). The rationale of such a choice can be explained as follows. Eq. (3.29) 

guarantees the same NO reduction efficiency of aged SCR system. Yet as the SCR 

becoming aged, the aging factor  is decreasing accordingly, consequently leading to an 
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increase of 
3

' *
NH . As the reference ammonia coverage ratio increases, the ammonia slip 

of tailpipe is also increasing according to Eq. (3.26). Such increase of ammonia slip will 

exceed the preset threshold under certain working condition eventually. In this case the 

reference ammonia coverage ratio will be reset as zero to avoid excessive ammonia 

emission, at the cost of temporarily impaired NO reduction efficiency. The ammonia 

concentration will go through an immediate drop after the reset of ammonia coverage 

ratio. Once the ammonia concentration drops below the threshold, the relationship as 

described in Eq. (3.29) will be adopted again to maintain the NO reduction performance. 

Beyond Eq. (3.21), the reference coverage ratio by physical definition will be a number 

between zero and one, and that is fulfilled by the saturation function of (3.22) at the end. 

Such an intuitive choice of reference signal resembles the idea of hysteresis controller, 

which switches between two values under different circumstances. Though possessing 

the advantage of easy implementation, the bang-bang design is coarse and often leads to 

stability issues. To refine the reference generator, a remedy is the proportional design as 

follows. 

Proposition 3.3: The following equations provide a proportional reference generator  

 
33 3 3

'' *
,

1
NHNH P NH th NHfresh

k C C

    ,    (3.30) 

3

3 3 3

3

' *

' ' * ' *

' *

1,       1

,  0 1

0,     0

NH

NH NH NH

NH



  



 
  
 

.      (3.31) 

In this modified reference generator (3.30), target ammonia coverage is proportional to 

the difference between ammonia slip threshold and ammonia slip detected at the tailpipe 

where Pk  is the proportional gain. As ammonia concentration approaches threshold from 

below, 
3

' *
NH  will decrease accordingly to avoid excessive ammonia slip. During some 
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critical conditions when ammonia slip indeed exceeds the threshold, 
3

' *
NH  will be a 

negative value which is physically impossible. Saturation block (3.31) will then regulate 

3

'
NH  to zero, which essentially cutoffs urea injection. Compared with the original 

reference generator (3.21), the modified one is more conservative in terms of avoiding 

ammonia slip. The introduction of proportional term gives the reference generator a much 

milder behavior and possibly reduces the controller efforts. 

Remark: At edge condition where 
3NHC  is close to 

3 ,NH thC , the reference generators 

would suffer from a high frequency switching behavior. In this case the reference 

generators are changing quickly and against the physical nature of ammonia coverage 

ratio. Also, the coverage ratio tracking controller would fail under this circumstance. To 

overcome such a difficulty, a first-order filter with a proper time constant is added after 

the reference generators to represent a realistic dynamical process of coverage ratio 

varying. A hysteresis function can also help in reducing switching frequency at edge 

condition. 

3.3 SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The proposed control strategy was implemented in simulation under US06 

emissions test cycle with multiple SCR aging conditions. The simulation study is 

conducted in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. The model used in the simulation is 

calibrated from experimental data [41]. Simulation data used in the study including 

exhaust gas temperature, flow rate, emission concentration are collected through sensors 

installed on the aftertreatment system and engine ECU. The sensor measurement 

uncertainty and dynamics per manufacture rating, the injector limitation and dynamics 

per manufacture rating, and the estimation error of aging factor are incorporated in the 
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simulation model. The issue of NH3 sensor cross-correlation can be dealt with by the 

methods in reference [58].  

Figure 25 demonstrates the performance of the proposed controller in (3.4) to 

regulate the ammonia coverage ratio to a constant target. In this case, the target coverage 

ratio is set as 0.5. Figure 25 shows that the ammonia coverage ratio converges to target 

within 20 seconds and steady-state value remains close to target. The slight steady-state 

error is induced by the controller saturation effect, i.e. the maximum amount of urea that 

can be injected by the injector per second as shown in Figure 26. The control input is 

quite aggressive as shown in Figure 26. The injector, as rated by the manufacture 

(BWM), is able to respond to a max of 200KHz PWM signal. The data sample time used 

in the simulation study is 0.1s. With proper filtering of such high frequency PWM signal, 

an injector response time much shorter than 0.1s can be achieved without much 

difficulty. Considering in a real setup, a pre-filtering of measurement data should help 

reduce the usage of injector effectively. 

 

Figure 25 Ammonia coverage ratio target tracking. 
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Figure 26 Control input for ammonia coverage ratio target tracking. 

Figure 27 demonstrates the ammonia coverage ratios with the reference signal 

proposed in (3.21) under different aging conditions (i.e. 30% aged and 50% aged). Figure 

28 shows the controller tracking performance of time-varying reference. Overall the 

ammonia coverage ratio increases with SCR aging severity. The fresh catalyst is able to 

achieve a similar NOx reduction performance with a lower ammonia coverage ratio 

compared with the aged catalyst, which requires a higher ammonia coverage ratio to 

compensate for the loss of ammonia storage capacity. In this way the NOx reduction 

performance for both fresh and aged catalysts remain same, as shown in  Figure 29. 

Meanwhile the ammonia slip under different aging conditions are shown in Figure 30. 

The ammonia slip increases with SCR being aged as results indicate. However the 

ammonia slip will not exceed the limit 0.005 mole/m3 set in (3.21). Therefore, the 

controller is able to actively restrain the ammonia slip while maintaining a consistent 

NOx reduction capability. The control input is shown in Figure 31. Note that in the cases 
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of aged catalyst (30% and 50%), there are times when ammonia slip is chattering around 

the threshold which will result in a high frequency switching behavior as shown in (3.21). 

Such switching puts extra burdens on controller usage and is physically infeasible. To 

avoid the situation, a simple fix would be adding a hysteresis function when comparing 

ammonia slip with the threshold. For demonstration purpose the results of a 50% aged 

catalyst are shown in Figure 32 to Figure 35. The hysteresis function indeed relieves the 

high frequency switching problem at the cost of allowing for a wider variation range of 

ammonia slip and coverage ratio. Such tradeoff needs to be carefully evaluated in 

practical design. 

 

Figure 27 Ammonia coverage ratio comparisons with reference generator (3.21). 
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Figure 28 Ammonia coverage ratio tracking comparison with reference generator (3.21). 

 

Figure 29 NO reduction comparison with reference generator (3.21). 
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Figure 30 Ammonia slip comparison with reference generator (3.21). 

 

Figure 31 Control input comparison with reference generator (3.21). 
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Figure 32 Ammonia coverage ratio tracking of 50% aged SCR with reference generator 
(3.21) (with hysteresis). 

 

Figure 33 NO reduction of 50% aged SCR with reference generator (3.21) (with 
hysteresis). 
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Figure 34 Ammonia slip of 50% aged SCR with reference generator (3.21) (with 
hysteresis). 

 

Figure 35 Controller input of 50% aged SCR with reference generator (3.21) (with 
hysteresis). 
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Figure 36 Ammonia coverage ratio comparison with reference generator (3.30). 

 

Figure 37 Ammonia coverage ratio tracking comparison with reference generator (3.30). 

In comparison, Figure 36 shows the ammonia coverage ratio under different aging 

conditions with reference generator in Eq. (3.30). A similar trend can be observed as the 

SCR aging leads to an increase of ammonia coverage ratio. The difference is that the 
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proportional design of (3.30) will behave more conservatively in the sense of generating 

the reference coverage ratio profile compared with the hysteresis reference generator in 

(3.21). As shown in Figure 27 and Figure 36, the latter has a lower coverage ratio over 

the cycle. Such difference does not affect the NO reduction performance to a large extent 

as shown in Figure 38, where the NO concentration at each aging condition remains at a 

similar level as Figure 28. Yet the ammonia slip with reference generator (3.30) is clearly 

lower than that of reference generator (3.21) as depicted in Figure 39. The underlying 

reason for this difference can be found in (3.26). Given that the ammonia coverage ratio 

has tracked the reference, the actual coverage ratio can effectively change the ammonia 

slip level through the static mapping relationship as described in (3.26). At the same time 

the change in ammonia coverage ratio will affect the NO dynamics in (3.27). 

Specifically, the decaying rate of NO will be altered by the change of ammonia coverage 

ratio. Such effect is not as significant as the effect on ammonia slip. Therefore, by 

dedicated design of the reference coverage ratio profile, the tradeoff between high NO 

reduction efficiency and low ammonia slip can be better addressed. The control input is 

shown in Figure 40. 
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Figure 38 NO reduction comparison with reference generator (3.30). 

 

Figure 39 Ammonia slip comparison with reference generator (3.30). 
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Figure 40 Controller input comparison with reference generator (3.30) 

For the purpose of comparison, the corresponding results with the absence of 

ammonia coverage ratio reference generator are presented below. In this case the constant 

target ammonia coverage ratio is used throughout the entire aging range. The ammonia 

coverage ratio remains same for all aging conditions as shown in Figure 41. As expected, 

the NO reduction efficiency is severely impaired as shown in Figure 42 due to the lack of 

available ammonia to react with. Since the coverage ratio remains same for all aging 

conditions, so does the ammonia slip as described in (3.26). Figure 43 agrees with this 

deduction. Control input is shown in Figure 44. 
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Figure 41 Ammonia coverage ratio comparison without reference generator. 

 

Figure 42 NO reduction comparison without reference generator. 
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Figure 43 Ammonia slip comparison without reference generator. 

 

Figure 44 Controller input comparison without reference generator 

A quantitative comparison result can be found in  

Table 1. Note that the fresh catalyst with constant ammonia coverage ratio has the 

lowest tailpipe ammonia slip compared with those of both reference generators and 
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remains same for all aging conditions. The ammonia slip of using Eq. (3.30) is lower than 

that of Eq. (3.21) under each aging condition. The results are in consistent with Figure 30 

and Figure 39. In terms of tailpipe NOx reduction efficiency, the one with constant 

ammonia coverage ratio shows notable tailpipe emission control performance 

degradation when SCR becomes aged. In comparison the NO removal performance of 

both reference generators show consistency over the entire aging span and have a better 

efficiency over the constant ammonia coverage control strategy. Specifically the 

performance of Eq. (3.21) is slightly better than Eq. (3.30) since it allows more ammonia 

slip and higher coverage ratio. Depending on the ammonia and NO regulation in practice, 

either strategy can be adopted to address the tradeoff from different aspects. Overall this 

comparison result demonstrates the idea of changing the target ammonia coverage ratio 

profile based on the SCR aging conditions can effectively compensate for the loss of SCR 

ammonia storage capacity caused by aging effect and maintain consistent emission 

reduction performance in the entire SCR service life. 
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Table 1 Comparison of SCR performance under different aging conditions. 

SCR 

Catalyst 

Aging 

Condition 

Ammonia 

slip with 

reference 

generator 

(3.21) 

(mole/m3) 

Ammonia 

slip with 

reference 

generator 

(3.30) 

(mole/m3)  

Ammonia 

slip 

without 

reference 

generator 

(mole/m3) 

NOx 

Reduction 

Efficiency 

with 

reference 

generator 

(3.21) 

NOx 

Reduction 

Efficiency 

with 

reference 

generator 

(3.30) 

NOx 

Reduction 

Efficiency 

without 

reference 

generator 

Fresh 0.0019 0.0022 0.0019 85.0% 86.6% 85.3% 

30% 

Aged 
0.0044 0.0029 0.0019 84.9% 83.6% 80.0% 

50% 

Aged 
0.0048 0.0034 0.0019 81.1% 79.7% 74.4% 

The simulation results presented in  

Table 1 are for the control performance comparison purpose to highlight that the 

proposed controller can maintain a fairly consistent tailpipe emission performance for 

SCRs with various aging levels. The specific NOx reduction efficiency is determined by 

many factors other than catalyst aging condition, for instance the ammonia slip tolerance; 

the size of SCR catalyst; the initial condition of coverage ratio and so on. With that being 

said, the hardware specification of SCR system and regulation standard have to be 

decided before the controller can be designed. 
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3.4 SUMMARY 

An ammonia coverage ratio controller is developed in this study to maintain a 

consistent NOx reduction performance as well as avoiding excessive ammonia slip for 

different aged SCR systems. The essence of the approach is to adaptively modify the 

target ammonia coverage ratio according to SCR aging condition such that the loss of 

ammonia storage capacity, introduced by SCR aging effect, can be properly 

compensated. To achieve that, a nonlinear ammonia coverage ratio tracking controller 

and a target ammonia coverage ratio generator is combined together to formulate the 

overall control strategy. Namely the reference generator will calculate the appropriate 

target ammonia coverage ratio for aged SCR system to maintain its NOx reduction 

performance with explicit consideration of aging condition and ammonia slip 

requirement. Then the tracking controller will calculate the required amount of urea 

injection to regulate actual coverage ratio to target in a timely manner. The details of 

reference generator design procedure, including some implementation issues, and 

coverage ratio tracking performance evaluation are included in this work. Corresponding 

simulation cases are provided for different aged SCR systems and demonstrate the 

capability of the proposed controller to achieve satisfactory results. Numerical 

comparison results of the proposed controller and the one without considering aging 

effect are presented to illustrate the effectiveness in terms of NOx reduction and ammonia 

slip under different aging conditions. In conclusion, the study shows the potential to 

deliver consistent tailpipe emission control performance over the whole SCR duty life. 
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Chapter 4: Sliding Mode Control of Selective Catalytic Reduction 
Systems with State Estimation 

This study presents a sliding-mode control method for automotive Selective 

Catalytic Reduction (SCR) systems to regulate ammonia coverage ratios to desired levels. 

SCR systems have been widely adopted on Diesel powered vehicles to remove the 

tailpipe NOx emissions. To maintain a high NOx removal efficiency as well as acceptable 

ammonia slip, the SCR ammonia coverage ratio has to be critically controlled to balance 

such a tradeoff. A sliding-mode control method is analytically developed to track the 

target ammonia coverage ratio. Its tracking performance under bounded measurement 

noise is evaluated. The control input saturation is explicitly considered and its effect on 

SCR transient behavior is assessed in the design procedure. Simulation results indicate 

the proposed control can effectively track the target ammonia coverage ratio and 

comparative study against a traditional PID control demonstrates the improvement of 

robustness in the presence of bounded disturbances. Some of the contents in this 

chapter are from author’s previous work [59] where author conducted experimental 

tests, simulation study and wrote the paper. 

4.1 BACKGROUND 

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) emission generated by Diesel powered ground vehicles 

has attracted increasingly strict scrutiny and regulations in the past decades for its known 

damage on ecosystems and adverse health effects [47], [60]. To reduce the NOx emission 

from exhaust gas, Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system has emerged as one of the 

most common and effective solutions [24]. SCR system uses ammonia (NH3) as the 

reducing agent to convert NOx in exhaust gas into Nitrogen (N2) and water (H2O). 

Ammonia is generated by urea injection at the SCR inlet. The injection control of urea is 
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critical for SCR performance as excessive injection leads to undesired ammonia slip at 

the tailpipe while insufficient injection results in a low NOx conversion rate. Furthermore, 

the NOx reduction reactions will only take place with ammonia that is absorbed on the 

catalyst. To design effective SCR control strategy, it is therefore important to understand 

and regulate the dynamics of ammonia coverage ratio, which represents the absorbed 

ammonia percentage, such that the tradeoff between NOx removal efficiency and NH3 

slip can be well balanced.  

Numerous model-based SCR control strategies have been proposed in literature to 

address the problem mentioned above. In [49], authors propose a feedback and 

feedforward structure to achieve best NOx removal efficiency while keep NH3 at a 

constant level. Several feedforward controllers are evaluated including static equation, 

surface coverage estimator, constant ammonia slip and constant NOx/NH3 ratio. In [61], a 

model-based feedback control strategy is proposed to control the average ammonia 

storage level using a temperature-dependent set point. The set point is interpolated from 

an optimized lookup table. In [62] authors propose a nonlinear model predictive control 

approach to regulate the ammonia coverage ratio within a desired bound to meet NOx 

removal efficiency and NH3 slip requirement simultaneously. In [63] authors propose 

NH3 sensor-based control to regulate ammonia surface coverage and ammonia slip. Both 

control modes are implemented by a PID controller. 

The objective of this study is to design an effective SCR urea dosing controller 

such that the target ammonia coverage ratio can be reached within a satisfactory response 

time. From a practical viewpoint, the controller should also be robust against bounded 

estimation uncertainties induced by the emission measurement equipment. Such a 
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controller can be proved useful for SCR system leveraging the NOx and NH3 emission 

tradeoff. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The proposed sliding mode 

control design is presented first. The controller performance under bounded estimation 

error and actuator saturation are also discussed and evaluated analytically then. 

Simulation results of the proposed controller in different cases are presented and 

discussed and concluding remarks are made. 

4.2 CONTROL DESIGN FOR AMMONIA COVERAGE RATIO TRACKING 

Based on the Continuous Stir Tank Reactor (CSTR) assumption and mass 

conservation law, a three-state control-oriented SCR model is introduced in (4.1): 

 

2 3

3 3 3 3 3 3 3
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   (4.1) 

where NOC  and 
3NHC  are NO and NH3 concentrations at tailpipe; ,NO inC  and 

3,NH inC  are 

NO and NH3 concentrations at SCR inlet; 
3NH  is ammonia coverage ratio; 

2OC  is 

oxygen concentration;   is ammonia storage capacity; SV  is space velocity of exhaust 

gas; 1  and 2  are ammonia desorption efficiencies; 1 3 4 4, , ,F Rr r r r  are reaction rates. 

3,NH inC  is considered as single control input u to the model. The details of the model 

calibration and validation can be found in [41]. As mentioned above, ammonia coverage 

ratio plays a significant role in balancing the SCR NOx removal efficiency and ammonia 

slip. It is thus beneficial to have an effective ammonia coverage ratio controller to drive it 

to the desired level with fast response. In this section, a sliding-mode controller is 

designed to deliver a robust ammonia coverage ratio tracking performance under 

bounded disturbance. 
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4.2.1 Sliding-mode Control Design for Ammonia Coverage Ratio Tracking 

First define the sliding surface s as in (4.2): 

3 33NHNH NHs      ,      (4.2) 

where 
3 3 3

*
NH NH NH     and 

3

*
NH  is the target ammonia coverage ratio. In this sense 

3NH  represents the tracking error of ammonia coverage ratio by the proposed controller. 

3NH  is a positive constant design parameter. When sliding motion is enforced, equation 

(4.2) becomes: 

 
3 33

0
NHNH NHs       ,     (4.3) 

which can be easily solved in time domain: 

     3

3 3 0
NH

t

NH NHt t e  


  ,     (4.4) 

where t  is time and 0t  is initial time. In this way, the tracking error decays 

exponentially with time depending on the value of 
3NH  . Next the goal is to design 

control to enforce sliding motion within a reasonable amount of time.  

Proposition 4.1: the control law as in (4.5) guarantees the finite time convergence of 

sliding variable 0s . 
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  (4.5) 

where   is a positive designed constant parameter. The derivatives included in P  can 

be calculated by model (4.1). 

Proof: Select a Lyapunov function candidate as in (4.6): 
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 21

2
V s ,      (4.6) 

Take derivative of V  : 

 V ss  ,      (4.7) 

 
3 33NHNH NHs       .     (4.8) 

Considering target ammonia coverage ratio 
3

*
NH  is constant or step-change signal and 

3

*
NH  equals to zero, 

 
3 33NHNH NHs       ,     (4.9) 

where 
3NH  can be found in (4.1) and  
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Substitute (4.1) into (4.10) and (4.9), 

  
3 41NH Fs r SVu P   ,    (4.11) 

where P  is same as in (4.5). 

Now computing V  as 

    
3 34 41 1NH F NH FV s r SVu sP s r SVu s P       .   (4.12) 

Substitute u from (4.5) to (4.12), 

  sgn
2

V s P s s P
     

 
 ,    (4.13) 

  sgn
2 2

V s s s V
        .   (4.14) 

By comparison lemma,  

    0

1

2
V t t V t   .     (4.15) 

Therefore  V t  will converge to zero no later than  

  0

2
rt V t


 ,      (4.16) 
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where rt  is reaching time. As V  converges to zero, s converges to zero as well as shown 

in (4.6). The larger   is, the faster convergence rate can be achieved. Define controller 

gain k  as: 

 
 

3 4

2
1 NH F

P
k

r SV










.      (4.17) 

It can be verified that each term in (4.17) is bounded due to physical nature of SCR and 

by triangle inequality k  is bounded as well. In that case, there exists a sufficiently large 

constant M k  such that control law (4.18) 

 sgnu M s ,       (4.18) 

can guarantee the finite time convergence property of the sliding variable. The larger M  

is, the faster convergence rate is. In practice, control law (4.18) is much more desirable 

than (4.5) as it eliminates the need of calculating controller gain. From the physical point 

of view, M  is a function of injector dosing rate. The higher value M  is, the more 

capable the injector of driving ammonia coverage ratio is. M  is limited by the maximum 

injector dosing rate as rated by manufacture. In case that injector is too small that: 

  
3 41 NH F

P
M

r SV



,      (4.19) 

the designed convergence rate may not be applicable. From this perspective, (4.17) 

provides a guideline for choosing a proper injector for a known sized SCR.  

4.2.2 Analysis of Estimation Error on Tracking Performance 

To implement the control law (4.18), the only feedback needed is 
3NH  . The value 

of 
3NH  is typically not directly measurable yet with measurement of NOx or NH3 via 

corresponding sensors, an estimation of 
3NH  can be made [64], [65]. The estimation, 

however, is subject to measurement noises from sensors and likely different from the true 
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value. The performance of the proposed control under bounded estimation error is 

evaluated in this section. Define the estimated ammonia coverage ratio 
3N̂H  as: 

 
3 3 3

ˆ
NHNH NH d   ,     (4.20) 

where 
3NH

d  is bounded estimation uncertainty. The sliding variable using 
3N̂H  is: 
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Denote 
3 3 3 3NH NH NH NH

d d       , 

 
3

ˆ
NH

s s   .      (4.22) 

Considering 
3NH

d  as a white noise with a sample time st  and amplitude dA  , the bound 

of 
3NH  can be deducted as: 
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 .    (4.23) 

Proposition 4.2: Control law (4.24) guarantees sliding variable ŝ finite time convergence 

to zero with a sufficiently large M   

  ˆsgnu M s .     (4.24) 

Proof: select Lyapunov function candidate, 

 21
ˆ

2
V s ,      (4.25) 

The derivative is: 
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     33 3
4ˆˆ ˆ ˆ1

NH NHNH FV ss s s r SVu P s             

 (4.26) 

    3 3
4ˆ ˆ1

NHNH FV s r SVu P s      .     

 (4.27) 

Let  

  ˆsgn
d

u k s ,      (4.28) 
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Substitute u into (4.27), 

 
ˆ

2

s
V V     .     (4.30) 

Eq. (4.30) is in the same form as (4.14). The finite time convergence of ŝ  can be proved 

similarly. The difference between 
d

k  and k  is 
3NH , which can be deducted as:  
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.   (4.31) 

It can be seen that 
3NH  is also bounded. As 

d
k  is bounded as well, there exists a 

sufficiently large constant 
d

M k  such that (4.24) can drives ŝ to zero in finite time. As 

ŝ converges to zero, s will converge to 
3NH  as in (4.22). Since 

3 3

2
NH NH

d
d

s

A
A

t   
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, the resulting sliding variable, instead of converging to zero, will converge to a small 

vicinity 
3

2
NH

d
d

s

A
s A

t   . The sliding motion equation then becomes: 
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Considering the worst-case scenario where 
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The sliding motion equation is  
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The time domain solution is  
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    .     (4.35) 

The tracking error 
3NH  will exponentially decay with time and the steady-state error is 

3

2

NH

d
d

s

A
A

t
 . The larger 

3NH  is, the smaller error would be. Note that selection of 
3NH  is 

free of hardware limitation and can be sufficiently large such that 
3

2

NH

d
d d

s

A
A A

t
  , which 

is the maximum possible steady-state tracking error. 

4.2.3 Analysis of Injector Saturation on Tracking Performance 

A unique feature for the injector is that it will only provide positive input. It 

means that injector can either dosing or stop dosing but cannot suck urea out of the 

catalyst. In case when ˆ 0s   , control law (4.24) becomes 0u   due to the injector 

saturation. Derivative of the Lyapunov function candidate (4.26) degenerates to: 

  
3

ˆ
NH

V P s   .     (4.36) 
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Based on the SCR operating principle, when 0u  , injector stops dosing. As inlet NO 

continues to react with absorbed NH3, the ammonia coverage ratio will reduce gradually. 

Such behavior can also be explained using a singular perturbed form of model (4.1). 

Considering NH3 dynamics is much faster than ammonia coverage ratio dynamics, which 

depends on operating condition can last tens to hundreds of seconds, the following quasi-

steady-state model is used: 
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  (4.37) 

When 0u  , 
3NHC  can be solved algebraically: 
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Substitute (4.38) into ammonia coverage ratio dynamics (4.37): 
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Rewrite (4.39) as: 
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 .  (4.40) 

Since  
3

0,1NH  and all other terms on the right-hand side of equation are negative, it 

can be easily seen that  

 
3

0NH  .      (4.41) 

The conclusion is in consistent with SCR behavior observed. 

Recall,  
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Since 
3

0NH  , selecting 
3NH  sufficiently large and term 

33NH NH    dominates the sign 

of P  such that  
3

0
NH

P    can be guaranteed. Therefore 0V   as shown in (4.36). In 

that case, the convergence of sliding variable ŝ can be guaranteed even when control 

actuator cannot provide negative control efforts. 

4.3 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The performance of proposed ammonia coverage ratio controller is evaluated 

under FTP75 driving cycle. FTP75 cycle consists of three phases: cold start phase with 

ambient temperature 20-30°C from 0s to 505s; stabilized phase, from 506s to 1372s, and 

hot start phase identical to cold start phase after engine stops for 10 minutes. Figure 45 is 

from EPA official test procedure [66]. 

 

Figure 45 FTP75 drive cycle. 
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 Exhaust gas condition, flow rate and temperature used in model (4.1) are taken 

from corresponding sensors and engine ECU. Simulation is conducted using SIMULINK 

platform with fixed step extrapolation solver for the sake of accuracy. The sample time is 

0.1 second. Figure 46 shows the ammonia coverage ratio tracking performance with 

different controller gain values as in (4.18). Figure 47 shows the convergence of sliding 

variable s. A larger controller gain provides a faster convergence rate as anticipated in 

previous section. The injector, controlled by a max of 200kHz PWM signal, is able to 

provide high frequency control efforts as shown in Figure 48. Notice that when controller 

needs to reduce ammonia coverage ratio, all controller inputs are zero due to actuator 

saturation. The convergence rate now depends on operating condition, including inlet 

NO, flow rate and temperature, instead of controller gain. Therefore, the dynamics during 

time period 1300s-1600s of all controllers are same. 

 

Figure 46 Ammonia coverage ratio tracking with various sliding mode controller gain. 
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Figure 47 Sliding variable convergence with various sliding mode controller gain. 

To demonstrate proposed controller tracking performance against the bounded 

estimation error, a PID controller tuned to have a similar response is used for comparison 

purpose. The tracking performance of tuned PID controller and sliding mode controller 

without estimation error is shown in Figure 49. In this case both controllers perform well 

with similar response. Figure 50 shows the performance of two controllers in presence of 

10% estimation error. As can be observed sliding mode controller possesses a much-

improved performance than PID controller and maintains steady state tracking error less 

than 10%, which agrees with previous derived conclusion in (4.35). The estimation error 

used in simulation is a white noise with amplitude of 0.1 and sample time of 0.1 as shown 

in Figure 51. Control input of PID controller and sliding mode controller are presented in 

Figure 52 and Figure 53. 
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Figure 48 Control input with various sliding mode controller gain. 

 

Figure 49 Ammonia coverage ratio tracking with PID and sliding mode control (without 
estimation error). 
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Figure 50 Ammonia coverage ratio tracking with PID and sliding mode control (with 
estimation error). 

 

Figure 51 Ammonia coverage ratio estimation error. 
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Figure 52 Control input with PID and sliding mode control (with estimation error). 

 

Figure 53 Control input (zoom-in) with PID and sliding mode control (with estimation 
error). 
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4.4 SUMMARY 

A sliding-mode controller is designed to regulate ammonia coverage ratio of SCR 

systems. The detailed design procedure is demonstrated through stability proof using 

Lyapunov method. The steady-state error of the tracking performance is analytically 

derived and verified through simulation. Injector saturation effect on the controller 

transient tracking performance is also studied and validated using singular perturbed 

method. Simulation results indicate satisfactory tracking performance against bounded 

estimation error can be achieved by the proposed control method. 
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POWERTRAIN-AFTERTREATMENT SYSTEMS CONTROL WITH 
VEHICLE CONNECTIVITY 

Chapter 5: Integrated Power Management and Emission Control for 
Hybrid Electric Vehicle 

This study presents a model based integrated strategy for hybrid electric vehicle 

(HEV) power management and aftertreatment control systems with preview information 

of road grade. The HEV power management has been well studied for decades to 

optimize vehicle fuel economy by properly determining the power split ratio between the 

internal combustion engine and electric motor. Meanwhile, the HEV tailpipe emissions 

have also been decreased thanks to the implementation of aftertreatment systems, of 

which selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems have been widely equipped in ground 

vehicles powered by Diesel engines to reduce NOx emissions. For SCR systems, major 

efforts are dedicated to the design of efficient ammonia dosing strategies for removing 

NOx without generating excessive ammonia slip at the tailpipe. By coordinately 

controlling the HEV power management and aftertreatment systems, it is possible to 

achieve lower fuel consumption as well as emissions from the tailpipe. In addition, the 

proposed control strategy incorporates the preview road grade information to calculate 

the optimal torque split ratio and ammonia dosing amount such that the overall 

performance can be improved over the preview trip. The road grade impacts on vehicle 

fuel consumption and emissions are investigated in this paper. A model-based controller 

with explicit consideration of road grade has been analytically developed and verified in 

simulation environment. The performance of the proposed controller is evaluated under 

US06 test cycle and comparison results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of 

proposed design. Controller’s real-time implementation potential is discussed as well. 
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Some of the contents in this chapter are from author’s previous work [67] where 

author conducted experimental tests, simulation study and wrote the paper. 

5.1 BACKGROUND 

The regulations of fuel consumption and NOx emissions for Diesel powered 

ground vehicles have been strictly enforced over years by environmental regulatory 

bodies including Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [46] and California Air 

Resources Board (CARB) for the sake of public health as well as energy sustainability 

[47]. To achieve better fuel economy and emission performance, hybrid electric vehicle 

(HEV) emerges as one of the top candidates in past decades for its superior mileage and 

low emissions [68]. The core and well-studied HEV power management problem is to 

properly split torque output between the electric motor (EM) and internal combustion 

engine (ICE) such that the overall power demand can be met efficiently. At the same 

time, the battery state of charge (SOC) should remain within boundaries to avoid 

depletion and overcharging which consequently lead to battery degradation and serious 

safety issues [69].  

HEV power management algorithms can be generally classified into two 

subcategories: rule-based algorithms and optimization-based algorithms. Rule-based 

control strategies are empirically tuned by offline acquired data to attain the best possible 

performance over a specified drive cycle. The control action is determined by a set of 

predefined rules and depending on different working conditions the controller can switch 

between several possible working modes. In [70], a state machine model is proposed to 

characterize ten different vehicle operating modes and make corresponding actions of 

engine, clutch, and motor. The state machine model is reflected in parameter tables and 
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flowcharts. In [71], a fuzzy logic controller is developed for HEV with parallel 

configuration. A set of rules are made per driver command, SOC and EM speed and 

implemented in a Sugeno-Takagi [72] type fuzzy logic controller to improve the system 

overall efficiency. In [73], an offline-trained neural network controller is deployed to 

control a Toyota Prius over both standard and random driving cycles. The controller is 

trained by a high-fidelity simulator and covers most working conditions. The 

experimental results show less battery SOC variance and better fuel economy. The 

obvious advantages of rule-based methods include the easy implementation, 

computational efficiency, and lower hardware cost. However, the inherent nature of its 

inflexibility to adapt to different driving scenarios has often limited its real-world 

performance and applications.  

Optimization-based methods solve the power management problem by 

minimizing a cost function. The cost function is defined by a set of performance indices 

including fuel consumption, emissions, SOC variance, etc. with tuned weighting factors. 

The control action is calculated as a solution to the optimization problem either 

analytically or numerically. In [74], authors derived a gear-shifting and power-split 

strategy to globally optimize the cost function over a driving cycle using dynamic 

programing method. However, dynamic programming is a non-causal solution as it 

requires full knowledge of the entire driving cycle. Together with its heavy 

computational burden, the real-time implementation of such an algorithm is not feasible. 

In [75]–[77], authors suggest equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) 

method for real-time implementation purpose. The method formulates a cost function 

with an equivalent factor to combine electricity and fuel consumptions as a single index. 

The cost function is then minimized instantaneously using only the current system 
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variables. Thanks to its causality and computational efficiency, the method can be 

employed in real-time applications. In [78], authors introduce a model predictive control 

(MPC) based power management system for a power-split HEV. The controller solves an 

open-loop optimization problem over a prediction horizon. The first element of calculated 

control sequence is taken as the control action at current time instance. Since the model is 

linearized with a quadratic cost function, the optimization problem can be solved online.  

Most HEV power management strategies address fuel economy and engine 

efficiency without explicit consideration of vehicle emissions. As reported, there is a 

known tradeoff between Diesel engine efficiency and NOx emissions [79], [80]. The 

fundamental reason is that the temperature, pressure, and fuel-oxygen conditions under 

which a Diesel engine runs most efficiently also favor the conversion from nitrogen and 

oxygen to NOx. In this case, exhaust aftertreatment system is critical to meet the stringent 

tailpipe emission standards. Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) system, as one of the 

most promising techniques, has seen growing popularity in Diesel engine powertrains 

[24]. SCR systems utilize urea as reductant agent to convert NOx into nitrogen and water 

through the help of catalysts. To maximize the conversion efficiency of SCR system 

without generating excessive ammonia slip at the tailpipe, the urea dosing rate needs to 

be carefully arranged. The primary task is to regulate the catalyst ammonia coverage ratio 

to a desirable level to fulfill the NOx reduction and ammonia slip requirement 

simultaneously. The controller will first determine a proper reference ammonia coverage 

ratio given the operating conditions of catalysts. Secondly the urea dosing amount will be 

calculated to track the reference ammonia coverage ratio. In [81], a nonlinear MPC is 

designed with a constraint on ammonia coverage ratio. The NOx and NH3 standards can 

be met at same time within the derived boundaries.  
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As illustrated above, the overall control problem consists of several conflicting 

objectives hence standalone control design for either power management system or 

aftertreatment system will only offer suboptimal performance. To obtain the best fuel 

economy and tailpipe emission performance simultaneously, all tradeoffs need to be 

evaluated as an integrated system [82]–[86]. In [82], authors introduce a MPC based 

control strategy to minimize a cost function consists of fuel consumption, SOC variance 

and SCR temperature deviation from reference. The SCR efficiency is simplified as a 

static mapping of temperature. In [83], the cost function is defined as sum of fuel cost and 

urea cost subject to NOx emission and SOC variance constraints. The optimal control 

problem is solved in a fashion similar to ECMS method. In [84], the authors propose 

three different energy management strategies to control the optimal engine operating 

point, minimal CO2 and minimal NOx respectively. 

The road grade has a significant influence on vehicle fuel economy and tailpipe 

emission performance [87], [88] as it essentially changes power demand and operating 

conditions over the trip. As a result, the SCR operating condition and battery SOC 

dynamics are altered as well. Under varying road grade profile, it is thus crucial for the 

controller to adapt to the road condition and execute in a proactive manner to improve the 

fuel economy and lower the emissions over the entire trip. Thanks to the development of 

geographic information system (GIS) and global positioning system (GPS), the road 

grade profile can be made available to the vehicle in advance. The preview geographic 

information can then be utilized in the controller design to compensate for the road grade 

effect. In [89], the authors consider road grade as a Markov chain model and propose a 

stochastic MPC based energy management strategy. The goal is to minimize the fuel 

consumption and battery SOC variance. The formulated problem can be solved by 
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stochastic dynamic programming technique and updated by road segment. The approach 

in [90] uses the road preview information to optimize a shift schedule for automatic 

transmission such that the real-world fuel economy and drivability can be improved. The 

controller is implemented as a standard MPC formulation. In [91] authors solve the 

minimal fuel consumption problem by generating an optimal velocity trajectory given a 

road grade profile. Based on the fuel and vehicle model developed in this paper, the 

optimization problem is solved analytically.   

The objective of this study is to develop an integrated power management system 

for Diesel-powered HEVs with parallel configuration. Different from the traditional HEV 

power management strategies, the proposed method features SCR system dynamics and 

predictive road condition. By effectively synergizing electric motor, SCR system and 

predictive road information, the proposed power management system can determine the 

optimal power split ratio and urea dosing strategy to achieve the best overall fuel 

economy and NOx emissions performance over the preview road segment while 

maintaining battery SOC. Meanwhile, unlike many computationally-heavy optimization-

based methods, the proposed algorithm can be conducted in real time thanks to its simple 

and efficient formulation. 

The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. The system modeling 

approach of each component is introduced first. Then the development of power 

management controller is presented. Simulation studies and comparison results are 

demonstrated and concluding remarks are made at last. 
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5.2 SYSTEM MODELING 

A schematic diagram of a parallel Diesel HEV with SCR aftertreatment system is 

presented in Figure 54. Major components include Diesel engine, electric motor, battery, 

SCR system, powertrain, vehicle and the designed controller. 
 

 

Figure 54 HEV model and control schematic 

5.2.1 Vehicle Dynamics 

A vehicle longitudinal dynamic model is considered [92]. 

 sine x x x AM a F R D W G    ,  (5.1) 

where Fx is the tractive force from ground; Rx is rolling resistance force; DA is 

aerodynamic drag force; W is gravity force; G is road grade; ax is longitudinal 

acceleration; M is vehicle effective mass: 

 e veh MM M f  ,  (5.2) 

Mveh is vehicle total mass; fM is mass factor incorporating equivalent mass of rotating 

components based on operating gear. An empirical equation is often taken as in: 
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 21 0.01 0.0025M tff N   ,  (5.3) 

where Ntf is combined ratio of transmission and final drive. The power delivered by 

vehicle is calculated as: 

 veh xP Ma v  ,  (5.4) 

where v is vehicle velocity. 

5.2.2 Powertrain Model 

Torque at wheel can be calculated as, 

 w w xT R F  ,  (5.5) 

where Rw is the radius of wheel and Tw is the torque at wheel. Tw is translated from engine 

and electric motor through transmission and final drive, 

  w eng EM tf pT T T N     ,  (5.6) 

Teng and TEM are engine torque output and electric motor torque output respectively. ηp is 

the powertrain mechanical efficiency. The braking energy regeneration used in the model 

is a static motor efficiency map. A more comprehensive evaluation can be found in [93].  

5.2.3 Transient Engine Fuel Consumption and Torque Model 

A medium-duty Diesel engine model is employed in this study. The model is 

capable of capturing engine transient dynamics and predicting torque output. The 

instantaneous fuel consumption is also calculated in this model. A detailed description 

and experimental validation of the model can be found in [94], [95] respectively. Some of 

its key parameters are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Engine specifications 

Engine Parameters Values 

Bore 98mm 

Stroke 105mm 

Displacement 6.4L 

Compression Ratio 17.5 

Peak Torque 882Nm@2000RPM 

Rated Power 263kW@3000RPM 

5.2.4 Electric Motor and Battery Model 

A typical equivalent circuit model is adopted for electric motor and battery. The 

electric motor power is calculated as: 

 EM EM EM EMP T   ,  (5.7) 

Where PEM is EM power; TEM is EM output torque; ωEM is EM angular speed; ηEM is EM 

efficiency and is a function of EM torque and EM speed characterized by a static map. 

The battery SOC is calculated in current integrating form: 

 
 

0* 100

ft

t
I t dt

SOC SOC
Q

  


,  (5.8) 

Where SOC* is the initial SOC; Q is the battery charge capacity; I is current; t0 and tf are 

trip start and end time. Based on the open-circuit model, the battery power is: 

 
2

batt OCP V I RI  ,  (5.9) 

Where Pbatt is battery output power and approximately equals to EM power in (7); Voc is 

battery open-circuit voltage; R is battery internal resistance. The current can then be 

solved in, 
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2 4

2
OC OC battV V P R

I
R

 
 .  (5.10) 

5.2.5 Emission and SCR model 

The emission generated by the Diesel engine is predicted by an adaptive neuro-

fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). It takes engine speed and torque as inputs and predicts 

engine-out NOx concentration. The model implements a fuzzy inference system (FIS) 

with membership function parameters trained by experimental data. Model validation 

result is shown in Figure 55. 

 

Figure 55 Engine-Out NO emission model validation 

An SCR system is equipped to reduce the excessive NOx. More details on SCR 

reactions and modeling can be found in the Chapter 2. A singular perturbed model (5.11), 
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, (5.11) 

is adopted in this study. Compared with the full-state model (2.14), the singular 

perturbation model is easier to compute. This is since the dynamics of gas concentrations 

are much faster than the dynamics of coverage ratio, which depends on the engine-out 

exhaust conditions can range from tens of seconds to hundreds of seconds. The resulting 

simplified model consists of three algebraic equations and one ordinary differential 

equation. 

5.3 INTEGRATED POWER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

As emphasized above, the designed power management system will incorporate 

the feature of electric motor, aftertreatment system and road profile altogether to achieve 

a better overall fuel economy and emission performances. In this section, the cooperative 

torque split and ammonia dosing strategy will be introduced. 

5.3.1 Torque-split Ratio Control 

The torque-split ratio is the critical factor deciding the torque distribution between 

Diesel engine and electric motor. The following definition is adopted throughout this 

paper: 

 % EM

r

T
EM

T
 ,  (5.12) 

where Tr is the torque requested from the driver; EM% is the percentage of torque 

provided by electric motor. In real-world operation, Tr is usually hard to predict as it 
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directly relates to driver behavior. Each driver has different driving style and even the 

same driver can behave differently in similar situations. The unpredictable distraction can 

also affect driver’s decision. The underlying uncertainty of the human driver has drawn 

many research interests over decades [96]–[99]. Without dwelling into that topic, a PID 

model is used to emulate driver’s braking and accelerator pedal actions for general 

purpose. It is assumed that the driver will strive to follow drive cycle speed trajectory and 

driver uncertainty is neglected. The requested torque Tr is calculated as: 

 
       

 
max max min

, 0,1

r acc eng EM brk EM

acc brk
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,  (5.13) 

where ,acc brku u  are accelerator pedal and brake pedal positions of the driver. When driver 

demands negative torque, the electric motor will provide braking torque and partially 

regenerate electric energy; when the driver demands positive torque, the engine and/or 

electric motor will generate propulsion power based on torque split ratio, namely: 
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.  (5.14) 

The key is to determine proper EM% under different operating conditions. As mentioned 

before, the road grade has a great effect on the vehicle working condition. Hence, the 

following design featuring road grade is proposed: 
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, (5.15) 

where up, un are designed parameters and will be determined by solving an optimization 

problem introduced later in this section. On a flat road, the SOC will be regulated to its 

initial level by a tuned PID controller. The proposed design implies the torque-split ratio 

should explicitly reflect road grade profile while avoiding unnecessary SOC variance. 
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Typically, a hybrid power management system will charge the battery before an uphill 

and use the electric motor to power the vehicle when it climbs up and regenerate the 

electric energy through braking when it goes downhill. The strategy works well when a 

single hill scenario is considered. However, during the whole drive cycle the road grade 

may change frequently. In this case the simple charge-deplete strategy can easily trigger 

battery SOC constraints and result in a higher accumulated fuel consumption. To achieve 

the best overall fuel economy for the entire trip, the road profile needs to be considered as 

a whole. 

5.3.2 SCR Ammonia Dosing Control 

The ammonia dosing controller involves a two-level structure: ammonia coverage 

ratio reference generator and ammonia coverage ratio tracking controller. 

Ammonia coverage ratio tracking 

The function of tracking controller is to regulate the catalyst ammonia coverage 

ratio to a reference level within a reasonable amount of time. Detailed controller design 

can be found in first section. 

Ammonia coverage ratio reference  

To evaluate the SCR NOx removal performance, we define the following 

efficiency: 

 
,

1 NO
SCR

NO in

C

C
   ,  (5.16) 

where CNO is the NO emission at tailpipe; CNO,in is NO emission generated by engine;   

ηSCR denotes the NOx reduction efficiency of SCR system. Here NO is considered as the 

dominating component of NOx emissions as NO2 concentration at the tailpipe is very low 
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compared with the total NOx [100]. That further simplifies the NO dynamics in (5.11) to 

(5.17), 

 
2 31 ,0 NO O NH NO NO inrC C SVC SVC   .  (5.17) 

Substitute (5.16) to (5.17), the relationship between NOx reduction efficiency and 

ammonia coverage ratio can be deducted in (5.18), 
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Given a target NOx removal efficiency ηSCR
*, the corresponding reference ammonia 

coverage ratio θNH3
*
 can be determined as, 
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.  (5.19) 

Depending on the vehicle working condition, the target NOx reduction efficiency may 

vary substantially. In general, high NOx reduction efficiency is always preferred. While it 

is true that SCR should operate in its most efficient condition, there is a tradeoff between 

NOx efficiency and NH3 slip needs to be addressed. As shown in (5.19), target NOx 

reduction efficiency is positively related to reference ammonia coverage ratio under the 

same flow rate, temperature and oxygen conditions. Imposing a high target NOx 

reduction efficiency will lead to a high ammonia coverage ratio. From a physical 

viewpoint, a high level of ammonia coverage ratio of the catalyst will more likely 

generate excessive ammonia slip as it demands more urea to be injected into the SCR. 

During an entire driving cycle, the vehicle operating condition may fluctuate 

significantly. In each different situation, the target NOx reduction efficiency needs to be 

properly determined such that the tradeoff can be compromised accordingly. Considering 

the case of vehicle cruising through a hilly road with varying road grade, when the 

vehicle goes uphill, more fuel will be burnt to provide elevating power with more 
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emissions. In this case, more urea needs to be injected to take place in deNOx reactions in 

SCR. In contrast when vehicle goes downhill with a less emission generation, a low urea 

dosing rate may be preferred to avoid the excessive tailpipe NH3 slip. However as 

mentioned in the previous section, the ammonia coverage ratio dynamics is a much 

slower process compared with the change of the vehicle operating condition. When the 

vehicle loads up its catalyst with ammonia to address for the high engine-out NOx 

emissions during uphill, it is impossible to quickly reduce ammonia coverage ratio if an 

immediate downhill is encountered. In this case, unnecessary ammonia slip is inevitable 

as the vehicle goes through the downhill. From a practice point of view, there is no 

control over the reactions taking place inside the catalyst once the urea has been injected. 

If too much urea is injected at SCR inlet, no available control action can be taken to 

reduce ammonia coverage ratio in a timely manner. In other words, the control input is a 

positive only action. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the whole road profile over 

which the emission performance is assessed. To characterize the road grade impact on 

NOx reduction efficiency, following model is proposed: 

 
*

SCR k constu G    ,  (5.20) 

Where uk is a design parameter to be determined; ηconst is a constant offset value 

depending on the SCR size, material, coating, etc. Substitute (5.20) back into (5.19), the 

reference ammonia coverage ratio can be written in,  
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5.3.3 Supervisory Control 

There are three design parameters to be determined such that the best fuel 

economy and emission performances can be obtained over the preview road. The 

problem is formulated in,  
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where J is subject to the vehicle and emission model;   𝐮 = 𝑢 , 𝑢 , 𝑢  and 𝐮 , 𝐮  

are corresponding constraints; Δv is vehicle speed deviation from driving cycle, the 

constraint is to guarantee the drivability not being compromised; ΔSOC is instantaneous 

SOC deviation from initial value, the constraint is to avoid battery overcharging and 

depletion during the trip; fΔSOC is the SOC deviation from initial value at the end of trip, 

the constraint is to guarantee the battery level remaining same over the trip; the cost 

function J includes ∫ 𝑁𝑂 , the accumulated NOx emission over the trip; ∫ 𝑁𝐻 , the 

accumulated NH3 slip over the trip; ∫ 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙, the accumulated fuel consumption over the 

trip; 𝜎 , the SOC standard deviation from initial SOC as,  
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𝜎 , the velocity standard deviation from driving cycle as, 
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where cyc(t) is driving cycle speed; 𝑤 , 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4,5 are the weighting factors which can 

be calibrated for different vehicles and regulatory standards. Constraint values are given 

in Table 3. 

Table 3 Constraints values 

Constraints Min Max 

Δv -5 5 

ΔSOC -0.4 0.4 

fΔSOC -0.05 0.05 

u [-0.1, -0.1, -0.3] [0.1, 0.2, 0.16] 

By solving the optimization problem (5.22), the design control parameters u can 

be found to achieve the best performance defined by J. Depending on the specific 

regulation of fuel economy, NOx emission and NH3 slip, the weighting vector w can be 

altered accordingly to accommodate tradeoffs between each other. The optimization 

problem will be solved in real time given a preview road grade profile is delivered by 

GIS system. The solution of (5.22) will provide the optimal combination of designed 

parameters over the preview horizon and be updated periodically. Unlike the traditional 

MPC approach solving a computationally heavy optimization problem to acquire a 

control sequence over the predict horizon, the proposed problem (5.22) can be effectively 

solved online thanks to its reduced complexity with less optimization variables.  

5.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

The proposed control strategy is implemented in Simulink environment and 

evaluated under US06 emission test cycle. The US06 drive cycle is shown in Figure 56. 

The road grade profile of the trip is shown in Figure 57. 
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Figure 56 US06 drive cycle 

 

Figure 57 Road grade profile 

The comparison results of the vehicle driving on flat and grade road depicted in 
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battery initial SOC and target 80% NOx reduction efficiency. In Figure 58, engine 

generates 6% more NOx emission when the vehicle is driving on grade road. In Figure 

59, the fuel consumption when vehicle is driving on grade road is also 5% higher than 

driving on flat road. The NOx reduction efficiency is shown consistent in Figure 60 as 

both SCR efficiency targets 80%. The tailpipe NOx emission of driving on grade road is 

shown 6% higher than that of flat road. As shown in Figure 57, the vehicle elevates up by 

80 meters by the end of trip which equals to 1.6° road grade. From the energy point of 

view, it explains the increase of fuel consumption and emissions as more work need to be 

done comparing with driving on a flat road. In conclusion Figure 58 to Figure 61 

demonstrate the impact of road grade on vehicle fuel economy and emission 

performances if no effective power management control is applied. Quantitative results 

can be found in Table 4. 

 

Figure 58 Engine out NOx on flat/grade road 
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Figure 59 Fuel consumption on flat/grade road 

 

Figure 60 NOx reduction efficiency on flat/grade road 
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Figure 61 Trip total NOx on flat/grade road 

Table 4 Emission and fuel consumption comparison on flat/grade road 

 
Engine Out 

NOx (mole/m3) 

SCR Efficiency 

(%) 

Tailpipe NOx 

(mole/m3) 

Fuel 

Consumption 

(mg) 

Flat Road 6.9 80 1.39 3666 

Grade Road 7.3 79 1.48 3784 

The comparison study of the vehicle driving on grade road with and without the 

proposed power management control is presented in Figure 62 to Figure 66. In Figure 62, 

the fuel economy has been significantly improved by adopting the proposed control. The 

tailpipe NOx and NH3 are also lowered with proposed control strategy. Recalling the 

tradeoff between NOx and NH3 discussed in the previous section.  By properly managing 

the ammonia coverage ratio in corresponding with road and battery conditions, it is 
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possible to achieve a better performance in both categories as shown in Figure 63 and 

Figure 64. The SCR efficiencies in both scenarios are similar in Figure 65. In Figure 66 

battery SOC signals are presented for both cases. With the proposed control, vehicle 

charges battery while going downhill and drains it when driving uphill. The battery SOC 

variance trend agrees with the provided road grade profile. In addition, by imposing the 

constraint of SOC final deviation, the proposed control is able to regulate the final SOC 

deviation within 3% of the initial SOC. In comparison, the one without control has a 

large final SOC deviation with respect to the initial SOC and is not able to effectively 

cope with road grade variation. Note that the test cycle used in this study merely lasts 600 

seconds with average 1.6° road grade. In the real world driving scenario, the SOC 

deviation condition will be much deteriorated and SOC upper and lower bound will be 

reached more often without effective power management strategy. In that case the 

electric motor will have to treat the hard constraint as a higher priority and thus result in a 

less power efficient solution. Quantitative results can be found in Table 5. 

Table 5 Comparison of emissions and fuel consumptions 

 With Road Grade Preview 
Without Road Grade 

Preview 

Fuel Consumption (mg) 3113 3784 

Tailpipe NOx (mole/m3) 1.11 1.48 

Tailpipe NH3 (mole/m3) 0.64 0.8 

SCR Efficiency (%) 80 79 

Final SOC deviation (%) +1.5 +6.5 
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Figure 62 Fuel consumption w/wo road grade preview 

 

Figure 63 NOx emissions w/wo road grade preview 
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Figure 64 NH3 slip w/wo road grade preview 

 

Figure 65 SCR efficiency w/wo road grade preview 
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Figure 66 Battery SOC w/wo road grade preview 

 

Figure 67 Power demand and delivery 
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Figure 68 Vehicle speed and target speed 

In Figure 67, the power demand and delivery results are plotted for drivability 

verification. Specifically, the power demand is calculated from road condition and speed 

profile: 

 
 k p

demand

d E E
P

dt


 ,  (5.25) 

where Ep and Ek are the vehicle potential energy and kinetic energy calculated based on 

road and speed profile. Power delivered by vehicle is calculated as in (5.4). As shown in 

Figure 67, the power demand can be met during the test cycle. Figure 68 demonstrates 

the vehicle speed against the test-driving cycle. The vehicle drivability does not suffer 

from proposed control design.  

5.5 SUMMARY 

In this study, an integrated control strategy for HEV power management and 

aftertreatment system is developed to achieve optimal fuel economy and emission 
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performance. The proposed method coordinately controls the vehicle torque distribution 

and aftertreatment system to alleviate the tradeoff among engine efficiency, NOx 

generation and SCR NOx/NH3 emissions. As the vehicle operates under different 

scenarios, the optimal control action will respond accordingly. Specifically, the road 

grade impact on vehicle operating condition is studied in this paper. Its influence on 

vehicle fuel economy and emission performance is demonstrated through simulation 

cases. Considering the slow dynamics of SCR and battery, the road grade profile is fed as 

preview information to the controller such that the proposed control strategy acting in a 

predictive fashion can achieve optimal performance within preview horizon. The 

controller can be implemented in real time by solving an optimization problem online. 

Simulation studies suggest the effectiveness of proposed control in terms of achieving 

better fuel economy and emission performance. In addition, the battery SOC variance is 

also regulated by the proposed control for the sake of battery health and safety. At last the 

power demand is satisfied by proposed control as presented in simulation results. 

In conclusion, the proposed control design provides a synergy among the engine, 

motor, battery, aftertreatment system, and road condition to accomplish a minimal overall 

predefined cost. Although the cost definition may vary depending on different objectives 

and test conditions, the proposed control strategy will be applicable in general with 

individually tuned weighting factors. Moreover, the proposed control strategy is easy on 

computational resource and suitable for online implementation.  
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Chapter 6: Predictive Control for NOx Reduction in Diesel Platoon 

This study presents a predictive control design for Diesel vehicle platoons, such 

as medium- and heavy-duty truck platoons, to achieve lower NOx emissions. By 

incorporating vehicle longitudinal dynamics control and powertrain estimation with 

aftertreatment system control, an enhanced emission performance can be attained for the 

entire platoon considering the different operating conditions for individual vehicles. The 

proposed method utilizes exhaust gas predictive information within a preview horizon to 

generate optimal control actions such that the tradeoff between NOx reduction efficiency 

and NH3 slip in the aftertreatment systems can be well managed. Performance 

improvement is demonstrated through simulation studies based on an experimental 

validated powertrain and aftertreatment system model. Some of the contents in this 

chapter are from author’s work [101] where author conducted experimental tests, 

simulation study and wrote the paper. 

6.1 BACKGROUND 

With the growing awareness of environmental pollution and public health, the 

global regulations on Diesel vehicle emissions have seen increasingly stringent 

enforcement over the past decades. Despite their superior fuel efficiency and durability, 

Diesel engines generate significant amount of NOx emissions which contribute to severe 

air quality damages [102], [103].  

To reduce NOx emissions, many solutions ranging from combustion control to 

aftertreatment systems have been tested and implemented on Diesel vehicles over the 

years. The most effective technology for reducing NOx so far is the selective catalytic 

reduction (SCR) which utilizes the urea injection to remove NOx from exhaust gas [104]. 

A critical challenge of SCR control is to determine the proper urea dosing rate such that 
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high NOx removal efficiency can be achieved without generating excessive NH3 slip at 

the tailpipe. Many existent literatures can be found treating this problem. In [48], authors 

compared the performances of three SCR control strategies: an open-loop map-based 

control, a NOx sensor-based control, and a surface coverage and NH3 slip-based control. 

Simulation results show that the last controller possesses the best emission control 

performance. Besides the increased cost due to the introduction of NH3 sensors, the 

performances of feedback-based methods are also limited by the slow catalyst dynamics. 

In [49], authors combined a feedforward controller to deal with the known plant 

dynamics and a feedback controller to compensate for the disturbances. The method 

requires the NOx sensor measurement to implement which is subject to the cross 

sensitivity. Simulation results show an improved performance in a disturbed cold-start 

case. In [36], authors designed an estimator-based state feedback controller to 

independently regulate NOx and NH3 emissions. Simulation results indicate a 

simultaneous improvement on NOx and NH3 reductions is attainable through the 

proposed approach. In [105], authors proposed a linear parameter-varying (LPV) gain-

scheduling controller to reduce NOx emission while keeping NH3 slip to a desired level. 

The variation of NOx concentrations at SCR inlet is treated as a model disturbance to be 

minimized such that the desired tailpipe emission level can be reached. Other exhaust 

condition variations are not considered therein. 

Existing SCR control designs mostly depend on dedicated offline calibrations or 

real-time measurements. A major drawback of these methods is a lack of capability of 

adapting to the vehicle working environment in a timely manner. In the real-world 

driving scenarios, the operating conditions of a vehicle can change frequently and 

substantially from time to time due to the variant driver’s demands and traffic situations. 
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Such variance will directly translate to the powertrain operating conditions, including 

engine NOx generation, exhaust oxygen concentration, exhaust flow rate, and 

temperature, which can substantially affect the SCR performance. It is not hard to see that 

the traditional SCR control strategies, which rely on pre-calibrated maps to compute 

control inputs, are not able to adjust to such a wide range of operating conditions. Some 

of the more advanced SCR control designs utilize NOx and NH3 sensor measurements to 

determine the urea dosing strategies. However, the dynamics of SCR are much slower 

compared with the fast-changing powertrain dynamics. As a result, the control efforts 

derived from feedback information often deviate from the optimal emission performance 

with respect to the current operating conditions. It is therefore reasonable to assume that 

an improvement can be accomplished if a proper control synthesis between powertrain 

and aftertreatment system is made. 

There exist studies attempting to integrate aftertreatment system control with 

powertrain dynamics for an improved performance, among which the most common 

approach is through the model predictive control (MPC) framework [106]. In [107], 

authors proposed an adaptive MPC method for SCR control. A reduced-order model and 

a linearized model are used for prediction and estimation. The proposed method 

minimizes a weighted sum of NOx efficiency tracking error and control input. The 

performance is evaluated under two different test cycles in simulation. In [62], authors 

designed a nonlinear MPC controller to regulate the ammonia surface coverage ratio 

within a derived boundary such that a high NOx efficiency can be met without violating 

the tailpipe NH3 emission requirement. The method is validated under the US06 test 

cycle in simulation. In [82], authors integrated a hybrid powertrain management with the 

aftertreatment system using MPC approach to achieve a high fuel economy and low NOx 
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emissions simultaneously. Through coordinately arranging the torque-split ratio and SCR 

temperature, an improved emission performance is observed. The SCR model is 

simplified as a pre-calibrated function of temperature in this study. 

As promising as MPC has been, there are two major limitations on the 

implementation of MPC in powertrain and aftertreatment system control applications. 

First, MPC is a computationally heavy approach for automotive applications. 

Specifically, the optimization performed within the moving horizon mostly uses the 

numerical methods which can take long iterations to complete, depending on model 

complexity, cost function property, number of optimized variables, sample time and so 

on. Many contributions have been made to alleviate the computational burden of MPC 

[108]–[110]. Second, an accurate prediction of the aftertreatment system outputs is 

difficult. While it is, in general, hard to predict the powertrain dynamics attributing to the 

unforeseen nature of drivers’ intention, it is possible to predict the vehicle platoon 

dynamics thanks to the increasing vehicle connectivity and platooning technology. In 

[111], authors designed an acceleration-based connected cruise control to improve the 

traffic mobility. Through the wireless V2V communication, multiple connectivity 

structures are considered to improve the platoon string stability and robustness in a large 

scale. The longitudinal dynamics control method is validated in simulation cases. In 

[112], authors investigated the platoon string stability under the parasitic time delays and 

lags of the sensors/actuators with a constant-time headway spacing policy. Authors 

further proposed a sliding-mode controller to guarantee the string stability with tunable 

parameters. In [113], authors treated the platoon as a dynamic network and derived a 

distributed control protocol to achieve the consensus considering wireless communication 
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delay. The controller consists of the state variables of individual vehicles and the 

information obtained from neighboring vehicles.  

The objective of this study is to establish an integrated vehicle powertrain and 

aftertreatment system control method for the vehicle platooning applications. The 

proposed method augments the aftertreatment system control performance by 

incorporating platoon powertrain dynamics and is able to provide better tailpipe 

emissions under varying operating conditions. To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the 

first time to report a dedicated aftertreatment system control design for the Diesel vehicle 

platoon applications. 

Compared to other studies as mentioned previously, the distinct contributions of 

this work are threefold. First, a practical solution utilizing the vehicle connectivity 

information to help reduce Diesel engine emissions is developed. Second, the proposed 

method aims at real-world driving scenarios and is not limited to any specific emission 

test cycle. Third, the impacts of vehicle platoon on powertrain dynamics and 

aftertreatment system performance are evaluated and explicitly treated in the proposed 

method. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, the integrated vehicle 

platoon model is introduced. The model consists of a second-order platoon model and a 

detailed individual vehicle model. Second, an exhaust emission model is developed for 

control purpose. A predictive controller for SCR is derived to optimize the platoon 

emission performance. Third, the comparison study is conducted to assess the 

enhancement of the proposed control design. Concluding remarks are made in the end. 
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6.2 VEHICLE PLATOON MODEL AND CONTROL 

In the real-world driving scenarios, vehicle longitudinal dynamics are nonlinear 

and include the dynamics of powertrain, engine, and other drivetrain subsystems. 

Modeling such complicated system albeit replicates platoon dynamics in a more detailed 

level, imposes great challenges in system analysis and control design. To balance the 

tradeoff between model fidelity and complexity, a hierarchical approach is adopted in this 

study. At the upper-level, a second-order vehicle platoon model is adopted for the 

reference speed profile design purpose. The second-order model uses acceleration as 

control input for each vehicle in the platoon which has seen wide adoptions in literature 

[114]. The platoon formation and dynamics are governed by this upper-level policy. At 

the lower-level, a closed-loop, detailed model is used to describe the dynamical behaviors 

of individual vehicles in the platoon. Such a detailed model includes a longitudinal cruise 

control function such that the target speed profiles, generated by the upper-level policy, 

can be tracked with an acceptable performance. The cruise controller achieves this by 

properly applying the throttle signals to the engine control unit to generate the demanded 

torque. Meanwhile, emissions as byproducts are formulated at the engine outlet and need 

to be fed into the aftertreatment system for reduction. With this hierarchical modeling 

approach, the link between vehicle emission and platoon dynamics is therefore 

established. A schematic diagram of the proposed modeling approach is shown in Figure 

69.  
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Figure 69. Structure of the vehicle platoon model. 

6.2.1 Vehicle Platooning Model 

For the vehicles traveling in a platoon, the requirement is to keep a desired 

relative distance with the preceding vehicle defined by the driver’s preference and 

maintain the formation, which is often referred to as the spacing policy in literature [115]. 

In this study, the constant time headway spacing policy is adopted for its shown 

improvement of string stability and wide adoption on adaptive cruise control systems of 

mass-production vehicles. Define the second-order vehicle platoon model as, 
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,   (6.1) 

where x is the vehicle position; v is the vehicle velocity; a is the acceleration, which is 

treated as the control input for the platoon. Subscript i denotes for the predecessor and 

i+1 represents the corresponding follower for a platoon consists of a total number of n 

vehicles. Define the relative distance, speed, and acceleration as, 
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and by substituting (6.1) into (6.2), the dynamics of relative distance and speed can be 

written as, 
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Adopting the constant time headway policy where 

 
1 0 1id iy d hv
   ,  (6.4) 

the minimal space is defined by d0 and the time headway is defined by h. For a 

homogenous vehicle platoon, the minimal space and time headway are set as constants 

across the whole fleet. The goal of the controller is to regulate 1ix   to 
1idy


 for all 

vehicles within the platoon. For safety and connectivity concerns, the tracking errors 

should be constrained within a predefined bounded set as well. For the sake of clarity, 

define the tracking error as, 

 
11 1 ii i dz x y
   .  (6.5) 

Proposition 6.1: The proposed control law (6.6)-(6.8) guarantees the asymptotical 

convergence of 1iz   zero during steady-state and strictly constrains 1iz   within a 

predefined bounded open set  ,b bk k    during all transient operations so long as the 

initial tracking error  1 0iz t   .  
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and 1ik  , 1iq   are positive constants. 
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Proof: first select Lyapunov function candidate (6.9). 
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it can be verified 1V  is positive definite. 

Take derivative of 1V , 
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Substitute (6.7) into (6.11), 
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Select Lyapunov function candidate as (6.13) 
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and it can be verified 2V  is positive definite as well. 

Take derivative of 2V , 
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Substitute (6.6) into (6.15), 

 
2 2

2 1 1 1 1i i i iV k z q      ,  (6.16) 

which is negative definite. As a result,  1 1,i iz    is locally asymptotically stable at 

equilibrium  0,0  indicating 1ix   converges to 
1idy


 asymptotically. By integrating the 

vehicle acceleration, the reference vehicle speed can then be obtained. 
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Remarks: Compared with some of the existing methods, the proposed controller has two 

distinct advantages: first the controller guarantees the desired spacing can be reached and 

maintained throughout the platoon by providing asymptotical stability; second and more 

importantly, the proposed controller restricts the transient tracking error within a 

predefined range for the sake of safety and connectivity. This is particularly important for 

the platoon to maintain formation and avoid error propagation [116]. The proposed 

controller only needs information from the subject vehicle and its preceding vehicle. 

Other issues in implementation may include the measurement uncertainty and delay from 

sensors and communications. Relevant literature can be found dealing with such issues 

through proper compensation and filtering [117], [118]. For the sake of conciseness and 

clarity, the proposed controller is presented in the context of accurate measurement as the 

focus of this study is emission control.  

6.2.2 Individual Vehicle Model 

The detailed vehicle model consists of four submodules: cruise controller, engine, 

driveline and vehicle dynamics. In this section, the development of these modules will be 

introduced. 

Cruise Controller 

Without loss of generality, a PID controller for speed regulation is adopted in this 

study with the assumptions of: 1. Cruise control is a common feature available on most of 

mass-produced vehicles. 2. Cruise control can provide reasonably well speed tracking 

performance under most of the vehicle operating conditions except for the emergency 

situations in which the human driver would likely intervene anyway. Define *v  as the 

target speed and v as the vehicle speed, the speed tracking error is written as,  
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*

ve v v  ,  (6.17) 

and the PID controller uses error signal to generate the throttle command for speed 

tracking purpose, 

 v
p v i v d

de
throttle e e dt

dt
     ,  (6.18) 

where , ,p i d   are the calibrated controller gains respectively. 

Engine Torque Prediction Model 

A medium-size Diesel Engine is tested and modeled in this study. To model the 

engine torque output based on the load percentage and engine speed, a dynamometer test 

is performed to sweep the frequent engine operating points at steady state. The test 

schedule is included in Table 6. According to the test result, a two-dimensional engine 

static map can be constructed using interpolation techniques. The engine map can then be 

used to predict the engine torque output with engine speed and throttle percentage as the 

inputs. 
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Table 6 Engine characterization test 

 
Load Percentage (%) 
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1001 1001 1001 1001 

1201 1201 1201 1201 

1401 1401 1401 1401 

1702 1702 1702 1702 

2005 2005 2005 2005 

2213 2213 2213 2213 

2410 2410 2410 2410 

2722 2722 2722 - 

Remark: While there exist more complex first principle engine models in literature 

[119], the static mapping approach has seen wide adoption thanks to its balance between 

simplicity and accuracy. It is a common practice in the industrial applications. From 

control design perspective, the static mapping approach is much more computationally 

friendly compared with other physics-based models. Therefore, it is adopted in this study. 

Driveline Model 

Driveline connects the engine power generation and the vehicle propulsion force 

through transmission, drive shafts, differentials and final drive. The relationship between 

engine speed and vehicle speed can be written as, 

 e
tf

w

N



 ,  (6.19) 

where e  is the engine speed; w  is the wheel speed; tfN  is the combined transmission 

ratio and final drive ratio. The wheel angular speed is, 
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w

v

r
  ,  (6.20) 

where v is the vehicle speed and r 𝑟is the wheel radius. The relationship between vehicle 

propulsion force and engine torque can be acquired similarly. 

 w e tf tfT T N  ,  (6.21) 

 w xT Fr ,  (6.22) 

where wT  is the wheel torque; eT  is the engine torque; xF  is the propulsion force; tf  is 

the driveline efficiency. For modern passenger vehicles, typical values of driveline 

efficiency ranges from 84% to 92% [120]. Because the modeled engine is originally 

equipped on a Ford F250 2008 pickup truck, for matching purpose, the driveline 

parameters are selected based on the specifications of this truck. The specifications are 

publicly available provided by the manufacturer. A summary of the key parameters can 

be found in Table 7. 

Table 7 Driveline parameters 

Weight 9000lbs 

Final Drive Ratio 3.73:1 

Gear Ratio 

1 3.11 

2 2.20 

3 1.54 

4 1.09 

5 1 

6 0.71 

R 2.88 
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Vehicle Dynamics Model 

For vehicle driving on the flat road, the longitudinal dynamic is written as, 

 e x a rM a F F F   ,  (6.23) 

where eM  is the equivalent mass of vehicle; a is the acceleration; aF  is the air drag; rF  

is the rolling resistance. The equivalent mass is calculated as,  

 e mM m f  ,  (6.24) 

 21 0.04 0.0025m tff N   ,  (6.25) 

where m is the vehicle gross mass; fm is the mass factor which is a function of combined 

ratio Ntf [92]. The air drag is calculated according to drag equation, 

 21

2a DF v C A ,  (6.26) 

where   is the air density; CD is the air drag coefficient; A is the vehicle frontal area. 

Rolling resistance is tire pressure and velocity dependent according to SAE J2452 

standard, 

  2
0

0 0
r

P N
F N B Cv Dv

P N

 
   

     
   

,  (6.27) 

where P is the tire pressure; P0 is 1Pa; N is the normal force; N0 is 1N; , , , ,B C D   are 

the approximating parameters. By integrating the acceleration, vehicle speed can be 

obtained which completes the closed loop vehicle model. 

6.2.3 Exhaust Emission Model and Control 

In this section, the exhaust emission and aftertreatment system models will be 

introduced first. Based on the developed models, a predictive controller is derived to 

reduce the tailpipe NOx and NH3 emission. 
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Engine-out NOx emissions 

While the NOx generation in Diesel engine is influenced by several factors 

including combustion temperature, oxygen concentration, etc. [121], [122] which makes 

exact prediction of engine-out NOx extremely challenging, the empirical mapping 

approach serves as a potent alternative and is widely adopted in industry. A 2-D lookup 

table is calibrated with FTP-75 cycle emission data acquired through the dynamometer 

test. The inputs are engine speed and torque while the output is NOx emission at engine 

outlet. Detailed validation and calibration procedure can be found in [123]. The 2-D map 

is shown in Figure 70 and the model validation result is shown in Figure 71. The NOx 

measurement is collected by a Siemens VDO / NGK Smart NOx-Sensor installed at the 

engine exhaust outlet. Key specifications of the sensor are listed in Table 8. 

 

Figure 70 Engine-out NO map. 
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Figure 71 Engine out NO model validation. 

Table 8 NOx sensor specification 

Measuring Range 0-1500ppm 

Uncertainty ±10% 

Response Time 750 ms 

SCR Predictive Control 

The determinant of SCR performance is the surface coverage ratio which balances 

the tradeoff between NOx reduction efficiency and excessive ammonia slip. Therefore, 

the goal of the proposed controller is to decide an optimal level of coverage ratio and 

regulate the catalyst coverage ratio to the desired target. This effectively decomposes the 

control design into two sub-problems: optimization and tracking control. In this section, 

the tracking controller and optimization routine will be introduced subsequently. 

There are two major performance requirements for the tracking controller: fast 

response and robustness. The proposed tracking controller needs to drive the coverage 
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ratio to the desired level within an acceptable period. Meanwhile, the controller should 

possess strong enough robustness against measurement uncertainties and unknow 

disturbance. With that in mind the following tracking controller is proposed: 

  sgnu M s ,  (6.28) 

 
3 3NH NHs     ,  (6.29) 

 
3 3 3

*
NH NH NH    ,  (6.30) 

where 
3

*
NH  is the target coverage ratio;  is a designed positive constant; M is a positive 

constant related to the maximum urea dosing rate of injector. The proposed controller 

guarantees the desired target can be reached against bounded measurement errors and 

uncertainty by providing asymptotically convergence property. The detailed proof and 

analysis including controller response time, robustness and actuator saturation can be 

found in authors’ earlier work [59]. 

By properly designing the reference coverage ratio, it is possible to achieve a high 

NOx reduction efficiency while avoiding ammonia slip at the tailpipe. The major 

challenge is that the operating conditions of engine can change rapidly and significantly 

during a trip which makes it necessary to design the proper reference coverage ratio to 

cope with the varying emission conditions. However, the dynamic of surface coverage 

ratio is much slower due to its physical nature compared with the fast-changing 

conditions of powertrain. In this case it is not possible to alter the coverage ratio fast 

enough to match with the operating condition of powertrain to achieve optimal emission 

performance at each time instant. A powerful remediation is by exploiting the predictive 

property of control design. Based on the previously developed vehicle platoon and 

emission models, a prediction of exhaust conditions at the SCR inlet can be made within 

a preview horizon. Using this predict information, an optimal reference coverage ratio 
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can be obtained by minimizing a cost function consists of NOx and NH3 emissions during 

this preview period. As the preview horizon moving forward, the solution of the 

optimization problem can be updated accordingly till the end of the trip. This concept 

resembles the Model Predictive Control (MPC) in formulation. However, compared with 

the standard MPC which directly computes the control input at each time sample within 

the control horizon, the proposed controller relaxes the computation requirement since 

the number of optimized variables is greatly reduced. The underlying assumption is that 

the slow dynamic of ammonia coverage ratio allows tracking controller to be 

implemented with a larger sample time without sacrificing the overall performance much. 

This assumption is valid because a fast-changing ammonia coverage ratio is against 

physical nature of catalysts. The algorithm will find the optimal reference coverage ratio 

by solving the optimization problem (6.31), 
    

3 *
3

* argmin
NH

NH ot J


  ,  (6.31) 

subject to: 

 
 

3
0 0

3

*
1 2 3

*0 1

p pt t

NH xt t

NH

J w NO dt w NH dt



 

 

  ,  (6.32) 

where  
3

*
NH ot  is the optimal reference coverage ratio at the current time t0; tp is the 

predict horizon; w1, w2, are the weighting factors determined by emission regulations. 

The concentrations of NOx and NH3 are subject to the vehicle platoon and emission 

models. The resulting reference coverage ratio is set for period  0, ct t  , where tc is often 

known as the control horizon. The structure of the complete controller is shown in Figure 

72. 
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Figure 72. Predictive Controller Block Diagram. 

Remarks: In this study, the nonlinear optimization problem is solved by first discretizing 

the state space of reference coverage ratio with an increment of 0.05 on the range of 

(0,1); Then a grid search of the discretized state space is performed to find out the 

optimal reference coverage ratio that minimize the cost function (6.32). The grid search 

method is favored in this study due to its known global optimality with a sufficiently fine 

grid and simplicity for implementation. A major drawback of this method is the 

computation inefficiency since the solver needs to evaluate all possible solutions during 

each horizon. Thanks to the reduced number of optimized variables, the algorithm is 

feasible for implementation. In a typical PC-based simulation environment (i7-7700 @ 

3.60GHz), the real-time performance is achieved. It is worth noting that such 

performance may not be available for the most of commercially available vehicles in the 

market nowadays. However, as the cost of computing unit reduces and the demand of 

users grows, it is anticipated that the on-board computational power of vehicles will 
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increase in the foreseeable future. In that case, the real-time implementation potential can 

be realized through dedicated code generation. 

6.3 RESULTS AND COMPARISON STUDY  

The emission performance of the proposed control strategy is evaluated through 

simulation studies based on the experimentally validated models and sensor measurement 

collected during engine test, as described in previous sections. The simulation is 

conducted in Matlab/Simulink environment. 

A typical urban driving test cycle is adopted in this study. The speed profile 

features frequent and large speed variations which imposes critical challenges to the 

aftertreatment system as well as the longitudinal control design. The test cycle is shown 

in Figure 73. 

 

Figure 73. Speed profile of test cycle. 

The leading vehicle follows the test cycle while the rest of vehicles in the platoon 

follow their respective preceding vehicle as described by (6.6)-(6.8). In this study, a 
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platoon of eight vehicles is considered. The speed profiles of the platoon under the 

proposed longitudinal control are shown in Figure 74 and Figure 75. Vehicle #1 is first in 

the platoon and vehicle #8 is last in the platoon. 

 

Figure 74. Platoon speed profiles. 

 

Figure 75. Platoon speed profiles (zoom in). 
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Under the constant time headway spacing policy, each vehicle maintains a desired 

gap distance between preceding vehicle and itself as defined by (6.4). The tracking error 

between actual gap distance and desired gap distance for each of the vehicle in the 

platoon is shown in Figure 76. 

 

Figure 76. Platoon space tracking error under CTH. 
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Figure 77. Platoon acceleration profiles. 

As shown in Figure 76, the tracking error is well constrained during the entire trip 

despite the fast-transient speed variation. The accelerations of vehicles are displayed in 

Figure 77. It is shown that during most of the trip the accelerations of vehicles are 

maintained under 2 m/s2 demonstrating the drivability of the proposed platoon speed 

control. 

As shown in Figure 74, the urban driving scenarios feature frequent speed 

variations due to the complex traffic conditions. Even within the platoon, the speed 

profile of the individual vehicle is different from each other leading to the different 

powertrain and exhaust operating conditions. For illustration purpose, the engine-out NOx 

emissions of the leading and the last vehicles in the platoon are plotted in Figure 78. The 

difference can be easily seen and is clearly not ignorable. 
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Figure 78. Engine out NO for leading and last vehicle. 

 To achieve the optimal emission performance for the entire platoon, the 

predictive controller needs to be aware of the differences of the vehicles and generate the 

optimal control signals that can maximize the emission reduction capability of the 

aftertreatment systems. The reference coverage ratio of SCR, which is the solution of the 

optimization problem (6.32), and the tracking performance for the lead and the last 

vehicles are shown in Figure 79 to Figure 82. For the sake of conciseness, the plots of 

SCR coverage ratios and control inputs for other vehicles in the platoon are omitted. 

Their emission performances will be summarized in the following tables.  

As results demonstrate, the proposed predictive controllers develop individual 

control strategies to adapt to the distinct exhaust operating conditions of the vehicles to 

achieve minimal emission with respect to the cost function (6.32). The actual coverage 

ratio is able to track optimal reference as well. As a result, the trip emissions of NOx and 

NH3 are shown in  
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Table 9. 

 

Figure 79. Ammonia coverage ratio for vehicle #1. 

 

Figure 80. Control input for vehicle #1. 
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Figure 81. Ammonia coverage ratio for vehicle #8. 

 

Figure 82. Control input for vehicle #8. 
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Table 9 Platoon trip emissions with predictive control 

Total Emission NOx (mole) NH3 (mole) 

Vehicle #1 0.3327 0.0655 

Vehicle #2 0.3362 0.0606 

Vehicle #3 0.3009 0.0654 

Vehicle #4 0.2579 0.0696 

Vehicle #5 0.2664 0.0653 

Vehicle #6 0.2545 0.0607 

Vehicle #7 0.2437 0.0612 

Vehicle #8 0.2308 0.0674 

For comparison purpose, a baseline aftertreatment control strategy is evaluated 

under the same test cycle for platoon emission reduction. This control strategy applies the 

same constant target SCR coverage ratio for all vehicles in the platoon, which is a 

common strategy for traditional aftertreatment systems control. This method essentially 

uses a pre-calibrated controller to handle all situations and ignores the varying operating 

conditions of the platoon. The advantage of this method is clear due to its simplicity and 

low cost for implementation. The emission performance is shown in  

 

 

 

 

Table 10. 
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Table 10 Platoon trip emission with constant control 

Total Emission NOx (mole) NH3 (mole) 

Vehicle #1 0.3731 0.0436 

Vehicle #2 0.3629 0.0432 

Vehicle #3 0.3314 0.0426 

Vehicle #4 0.2984 0.0416 

Vehicle #5 0.3020 0.0413 

Vehicle #6 0.2816 0.0410 

Vehicle #7 0.2760 0.0407 

Vehicle #8 0.2679 0.0405 

As shown in the results, the NOx emissions for the platoon vary as much as 40% 

between the leading vehicle and trailing vehicles, which is not unexpected because of the 

different powertrain operating conditions. The NOx emission of the platoon is 13% higher 

than proposed predictive control. The NH3 emission of the platoon is 30% lower than the 

predictive control. However, the constant control does not take the vehicle operating 

conditions into consideration when designing aftertreatment control strategy. For a 

different test cycle, the NOx and NH3 tradeoff can be vastly different. The proposed 

predictive control can utilize the preview information to provide optimal results with 

respect to a weighted sum of emissions regardless of test cycle, which is the critical 
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improvement and contribution in this study. The weighting factors are chosen such that 

1 2/ 10w w   in the presented predictive control results, which favors NOx reduction over 

NH3 slip considering that most existing emission standards around the world emphasizes 

NOx emission and strict NH3 emission standard is yet enforced. By calibrating the 

weights, the proposed predictive control can easily adjust the NOx and NH3 tradeoff 

should future emission standards require so. The total platoon emissions for the two 

control strategies are shown in Figure 83. The weighted sum of platoon emissions, as 

defined in (6.32), is shown in Figure 84. As it stands, the proposed predictive controller 

manages the tradeoff between NOx and NH3 better than the constant control design, 

thereby achieving an improved overall emission performance for the platoon. 

 

Figure 83. Platoon emissions of different control designs. 

 

Figure 84. Costs of different control designs. 
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To conclude, the proposed predictive control provides better emission 

performance and flexibility in calibration compared with the constant control strategy. 

This benefit is due to the platoon connectivity enabling prediction for control purpose. 

6.4 SUMMARY 

A predictive Diesel aftertreatment control strategy for improving NOx removal 

efficiency of the vehicle platooning application is developed in this study. The proposed 

method integrates the vehicle platooning and exhaust management through a dedicated 

powertrain and emission model. Compared to the traditional aftertreatment control 

strategies which utilize pre-calibrated map or feedback measurement to calculate the 

control input, the proposed method explores the information richness brought by vehicle 

connectivity to generate prediction of powertrain states. Through the preview of the 

vehicle platooning, the vehicle aftertreatment systems are able to provide optimal control 

effort to minimize the combined tailpipe emissions in spite of the rapidly varying 

operating conditions in the real driving scenarios. In addition, the proposed method can 

be easily tuned to adjust the tailpipe NOx and NH3 emissions regardless of specific test 

cycles. The simulation results suggest the proposed method holds advantage against 

traditional methods in terms of better emission performance for the entire platoon and 

flexibility to adapt to the real-world driving scenarios.  
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HUMAN DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS AND IMPACTS 

Chapter 7: Impacts of Driving Preference on Vehicle Fleets Economical 
Performance 

This study presents a qualitatively study of driver’s behavior impacts on the fuel 

consumption and travel time of the vehicle platooning system under urban driving 

scenarios. Vehicle platooning is proven advantageous in improving traffic flow, safety, 

energy efficiency and emission performance. To design effective platooning strategy, a 

better understanding of how each driver’s behavior influences the overall platoon fuel 

and time cost will be helpful. An integrated microscopic traffic model with fuel 

consumption estimation is developed to simulate urban traffic. Each driver’s behavior is 

categorically depicted by personalized parameters in the model. Through extensive 

Monte Carlo simulations, a strong correlation result is found between the maximum 

acceleration of leading car and travel time, fuel consumption, monetized cost of the 

platoon, respectively. The relationship is further described by a first-order rational model 

with reasonably good goodness of fit. Some of the contents in this chapter are from 

author’s previous work [124] where author conducted experimental tests, 

simulation study and wrote the paper. 

7.1 BACKGROUND 

Vehicle platooning has been widely recognized as an effective approach to reduce 

traffic accidents, fuel consumption and toxic emissions over years of study [125], [126]. 

The concept of vehicle platooning recommends that a group of vehicles travel in 

coordination maintaining a tight fixed space between each other with small relative 

speed. By keeping the gap between platooning vehicles small, the traffic capacity is 
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increased leading to an improved traffic flow management [127]. In addition, the low 

relative speed improves passenger safety and comfort by eliminating extreme 

acceleration or deceleration scenarios since the platoon travels as a unit [128]. It also 

reduces unnecessary acceleration, braking and overall air drag, which improves fuel 

economy and emission performance accordingly [129]. The realization of the vehicle 

platooning often involves automated longitudinal cruise control [130]. Compared with 

the human driver which has reaction time delays and distraction, an intelligent cruise 

controller performs better in terms of fast response and accurate control [131]. To design 

effective cruise controller, it is therefore important to understand the effect of driver’s 

behavior on the desired performance index such as travel time and fuel consumption. 

While existing literatures can be found on both the potential of economical 

driving for individual vehicles [132]–[134] and impact of platooning on traffic flow 

[135], this study investigates the impact of drivers’ behavior on platoon performance, 

incorporating the interactions among driver-vehicle units, for the first time to the best of 

author’s knowledge. Traditionally the term platoon refers to a group of automated 

vehicles following certain spacing policy to maintain formation and relative speed. In the 

following of this chapter, the term platoon is used simply to describe a fleet of vehicles in 

the car-following scenario without dedicated longitudinal cruise control as the emphasis 

is on driver’s impacts on the entire system. The contribution of this study is to 

qualitatively characterize the impacts of each driver’s driving style on the fuel economy, 

travel time and monetized cost of the platooning system under urban traffic conditions. 

By understanding the relationship between driver’s preference and respective cost, it is 

potentially beneficial for designing optimal platooning strategy and traffic management 

solutions to accomplish shorter travel time and better fuel economy. 
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section II, the integrated 

microscopic traffic model with fuel consumption estimation is developed and calibrated 

for the platooning system. In section III, a Monte Carlo simulation case is designed to 

qualitatively investigate the relationship between driving preference and respective cost 

for the platooning system under urban traffic. Simulation results are discussed and 

analyzed. Conclusions are drawn in section IV. 

7.2 MODELING APPROACH 

In this section, a microscopic traffic model integrated with fuel consumption 

estimation is developed to analyze the impacts of driving preference on fuel economy, 

travel time and monetized cost. The model consists of three submodules: an intelligent 

driver model to describe the vehicles platooning dynamics including instantaneous speed 

and acceleration of each vehicle; a pre-calibrated fuel consumption model to calculate the 

consumption rate at each time instance; a monetized value of travel time and fuel price to 

determine the overall trip cost. The schematic diagram of the proposed model structure is 

presented in Figure 85.    

 

Figure 85 Integrated microscopic platooning model. 
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7.2.1 Intelligent Driver Model  

Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) is a car-following model describing the position 

and speed of each vehicle in the traffic [136]. The longitudinal dynamics of a single 

vehicle is shown in (7.1) and (7.2). 
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where subscript i  stands for the thi  vehicle in a fleet; v  is vehicle velocity; a  is the 

maximum acceleration; 0v  is desired freeway speed;   is acceleration component; s  is 

the actual gap distance and *s  is desired minimum gap distance; 0s  is jam distance; T  is 

lookahead time; v  is velocity difference to the leading vehicle; b  is desired 

deceleration. 

The IDM equations essentially characterize the car-following behavior with 

several personalized parameters. For each different driver-vehicle unit, the parameter sets 

can be different depending on driver preference, vehicle type, traffic condition and so on. 

For instance, an aggressive driver can be characterized by high values of a  and b  while 

a careful driver may have a high value of T ; a truck typically has a lower value of 0v  

compared with a passenger car; preferred jam distance in congested traffic can also vary 

from driver to driver. In this study, the impact of each driving preference parameter 

within a fleet will be investigated with respect to the performance indices including 

traveling time, fuel economy, and monetized cost. 
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7.2.2 Fuel Consumption Model 

Given that vehicle speed and acceleration can be obtained from IDM equations, 

the instantaneous fuel consumption of each vehicle is calculated by VT-CPFM, a power-

based microscopic fuel consumption model as described in [137]. The fuel consumption 

is modeled as a quadratic function of vehicle power as in (7.3) 
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,  (7.3) 

where FC  is instantaneous fuel consumption; P  is vehicle power; t  is time; 0 1 2, ,    

are constant parameters. The parameters are calibrated with EPA’s city and highway fuel 

economy ratings along with other publicly available vehicle and road parameters. The 

details of model calibration and experiment validation can be found in [137], [138]. After 

the offline calibration of 0 1 2, ,    , the instantaneous fuel consumption can be calculated 

according to (7.3) where vehicle power is computed as in [139], 
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    ,  (7.5) 

where R  is resistance force on the vehicle; m  is vehicle mass; a  is vehicle acceleration; 

d  is vehicle driveline efficiency; v  is vehicle speed;   is air density at zero altitude; 

DC  is vehicle drag coefficient; hC  is altitude correction factor; fA  is vehicle front area; 

rC , 1c  and 2c  are rolling resistance parameters depending on road and tire condition; G  

is road gradient. Combining the acceleration and speed from IDM equations with VT-

CPFM, the instantaneous fuel consumption of individual vehicle can be calculated 

accordingly.  

Compared with other fuel consumption models which includes full powertrain 

dynamics [140], VT-CPFM only utilizes the vehicle instantaneous power to calculate fuel 
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rate which substantially reduces the computational burden. As the number of vehicles 

grows, it is difficult to calculate the fuel consumption of individual vehicle considering 

detailed powertrain dynamics in a timely manner. In this case, VT-CPFM is capable of 

providing acceptable fuel rate while maintaining simulation efficiency.  

7.2.3 Trip Monetized Cost 

In addition to fuel consumption, the traveling time is another important factor 

when determining the overall cost of the entire trip. In general, there is no definitive and 

uniform value for traveling time as different drivers and scenarios may value time quite 

differently [141]–[143].  

In this study, a guidance by US Department of Transportation on valuation of 

travel time in economic analysis [144] is used for evaluation of trip overall cost. The 

values of travel time in local transportation is shown in Table 11.  

Table 11 Recommended hourly values of travel time savings (2015 U.S. $ per person-
hour) 

Travel Category Value of Travel Time 

Personal $13.60 

Business $25.40 

All Purpose $14.10 

Combining with fuel price, the overall cost of travel can be calculated as  

 COST FC fp VTT t    ,  (7.6) 

where fp  is fuel price in dollar per gallon; VTT  is value of travel time in dollar per 

person-hour. 
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7.3 SIMULATION STUDIES 

With the model developed in previous section, the focus now is to design 

simulation cases to reveal the relationship between each of driver parameters in a 

platooning fleet and the corresponding fuel consumption, travel time, and monetized cost 

such that an optimal strategy for platooning can be deducted accordingly. The 

simulations are conducted in MATLABTM platform in this section. 

7.3.1 Simulation Setup 

In this study, a fleet platooning under urban driving scenario is considered. Urban 

driving case typically features relatively low speed and more frequent speed fluctuation. 

A speed profile of 40 km/h with plus-minus 10 km/h fluctuation is chosen as the desired 

speed for the leading vehicle and all other trailing vehicles follow the leading car 

according to the dynamics described by IDM equations (7.1) and (7.2). The all-purpose 

VTT is used in the simulation. It is worth pointing out that for personal and business uses, 

the cost of trip may vary substantially, and a proper analysis needs to be conducted 

separately for each of these cases. In this study we focus on the analysis methodology and 

use all-purpose VTT as a demonstrative example. The platoon consists of five identical 

vehicles, and their fuel consumption calibration results are shown in Table 12. Although 

each vehicle shares same fuel consumption model, the driving preference of the 

individual driver will impact the overall fleet outcome. The realistic range of 

personalized driving preference parameters are shown in Table 3 [145]. The driving 

preference of individual drivers, described by acceleration and deceleration, lookahead 

time and jam distance, can be vastly different among humans. To what extent of each 

driver’s preference parameters will affect the fleet fuel consumption, travel time and 

monetized cost is the key question to be answered. 
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A Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted with randomly generated driving 

preference parameters within a realistic range for each driver in the fleet. The driving 

preference parameters are assumed to be subject to a uniform distribution without further 

information on driver’s demography (gender, age, driving history, etc.), which is 

statistically shown to have correlations with driver behavior [146], [147]. The distribution 

of each driving preference parameters is shown through Figure 86 to Figure 89. 

Table 12 Fuel consumption model calibration 

Fuel Consumption Calibration Results (2010 Accord) 

α0 0.00059217 

α1 4.2378e-05 

α2 1e-06 

Table 13 Driving preference parameters 

Parameters Description 

Maximum Acceleration a 0.2-2 m/s2 

Desired Deceleration b 1-3 m/s2 

Lookahead Time T 0.8-2 s 

Jam Distance s0 1-3 m 
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Figure 86 Histogram of maximum acceleration. 

 

Figure 87 Histogram of desired deceleration. 
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Figure 88 Histogram of lookahead time. 

 

Figure 89 Histogram of jam distance. 
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7.3.2 Results Analysis 

In this study, a total number of 10000 simulations are conducted. As an index of 

dependence and statistical relationship, the correlation coefficient of each parameter with 

respect to fuel consumption, travel time, and monetized cost are computed and plotted. 

As shown in Figure 90 to Figure 92, there is a dominating parameter with the strongest 

correlation (dash line) with respect to fuel consumption, travel time, and monetized cost. 

The parameter is identified as the maximum acceleration of the leading vehicle. The 

value of its correlation coefficient is shown in Table 14. In addition, other parameters, 

such as lookahead time of trailing vehicles, also have minor contributions towards the 

platoon performance as indicated in the plots with correlation strength ranging from 0 to 

10 percent. While shorter lookahead time leads to more aggressive behavior and vice 

versa, its impact is limited compared with that of the maximum acceleration. 

Remarks: The iteration number of Monte Carlo simulation is an empirical choice in 

general. In this study, the focus is to investigate the influence of driving preference on 

fleet cost, which is defined by the correlation coefficient. Therefore, the iteration number 

is said to be sufficient when the correlation coefficient converges to a constant value. As 

shown in Figure 90 to Figure 92, the correlation coefficients of each driver’s preference 

parameters stabilize after 10000 simulations. Hence, it is considered the Monte Carlo 

simulation results are representative. 

Based on the results of correlation coefficient, the maximum acceleration of 

leading car is chosen as the indicator for determining fleet fuel consumption, travel time 

and monetized cost, respectively. As shown in Figure 93 to Figure 95, the strong 

correlations between maximum acceleration of leading car and fuel consumption, travel 

time and monetized cost are consistent with results in Table 14. In addition, the 
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correlation can be reasonably well represented by a simple fitted model. The model 

fitting details can be found in  

Table 15 where a  is the maximum acceleration of leading car and 1 2 1, ,p p q  are 

model constants. 

It is worth pointing out that within realistic range, the relationship between 

platoon performance and leading car maximum acceleration is monotonic and nonlinear. 

As the leading car maximum acceleration increases the fuel consumption increases, and 

travel time decreases consequently. The sensitivity, namely the derivative with respect to 

leading car maximum acceleration, is decreasing at the same time. It implies that the 

impacts of leading car aggressiveness on the platoon performance are different as the 

maximum acceleration changes. This finding conceivably enables optimization of platoon 

strategy leading to more efficient and cost-friendly solutions, depending on the unique 

valuation each driver/rider may put towards travel time and fuel economy. 

Remarks: The structure of the fitted model is determined empirically based on the data 

presented. Such a choice is not unique as one may find a high-order polynomial or power 

function fits the data evenly well. One advantage of the proposed structure is that the 

model is bounded by the fitting constants thus prevent any unrealistic prediction. For this 

reason, the first-order rational model is favored over other potential candidates. 

Table 14 Correlation coefficient of leading car maximum acceleration 

Correlation Coefficient of Leading Vehicle Maximum Acceleration 

w.r.t. Fuel Consumption 87.89% 

w.r.t. Travel Time -88.47% 

w.r.t. Monetized Cost -87.41% 
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Table 15 Correlation model of maximum acceleration of leading car   

Model Structure Correlation Model p1 p2 q1 R-Square 

1 2

1

p a p

a q

 


 

w.r.t. Fuel 

Consumption 
0.7626 0.1178 0.1867 0.9473 

w.r.t. Travel Time 904.6 214.4 0.2072 0.9766 

w.r.t Monetized 

Cost 
20.11 4.671 0.2118 0.9575 

 

Figure 90 Driving preference parameters correlation w.r.t. fuel consumption. 
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Figure 91 Driving preference parameters correlation w.r.t. travel time. 

 

Figure 92 Driving preference parameters correlation w.r.t. monetized cost. 
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Figure 93 Leading car acceleration w.r.t. fuel consumption. 

 

Figure 94 Leading car acceleration w.r.t. travel time. 
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Figure 95 Leading car acceleration w.r.t. monetized cost. 

7.4 SUMMARY 

The simulation results can be concluded as the aggressiveness of the leading 

driver will dominantly decide the fuel consumption, travel time, and monetized cost of a 

vehicle platooning system. Moreover, the relationship between the maximum 

acceleration of leading car and respective cost can be readily characterized by a first-

order rational model. The simulation results also indicate that by properly designing of 

leading car cruise strategy, an optimal solution in terms of fuel economy, travel time, and 

monetized cost of the platoon can be achievable to better suit driver’s needs. Such 

incentives can also be exploited by coordinating drivers with various behaviors through a 

traffic management solution, which is considered as the future work for this study. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Visions 

 

Figure 96 Completed and future work 

In this study, six topics related to the improvement of energy efficiency and 

emission performance for a ground transportation system with mixed human driven 

vehicles and connected and automated vehicles are presented. They are arranged under 

three hierarchical sections covering the themes of vehicle aftertreatment system control, 

integrated powertrain and aftertreatment system control and CAV integration with human 

driver study. Typical applications and results are presented under each chapter and 

collectively demonstrate the effectiveness and capability of utilizing vehicle connectivity 

and automation to augment existing powertrain and emission control technologies of 

vehicles, as well as expanding the scope of CAV applications beyond driver safety and 

convenience improvement. Through the comprehensive control design ranging from 

lower level vehicle powertrain components to higher level decision making and 
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optimization enabled by the growing vehicle intelligence, it is shown that CAV has the 

potential to transform the current ground transportation system into an efficient, 

affordable, clean and safe mobility future. Several of major benefits include: 1. the 

improving energy efficiency of both connected vehicles and traditional human driven 

vehicles. Less energy consumption can provide affordable travel solution for travelers. 2. 

the reduction of exhaust emission, including greenhouse emission as well as other toxic 

emissions from petroleum powered vehicles. Such reduction can significantly boost air 

conditions in heavy traffic areas and alleviate adverse health impacts for residents. 3. the 

reduction of travel time and relief of congestion. The transportation efficiency can be 

enhanced to satisfy the critical travel demand especially in rapid expanding areas where 

the construction of road infrastructure cannot keep up with the increasing number of 

vehicles. 

To materialize these above-mentioned benefits within the foreseeable future, three 

future work directions are proposed in this dissertation. 

1. Human driver study. A dedicated prediction model of driver’s behaviors is 

needed for estimation and control design of CAV to enhance both safety and 

energy performance in the mixed human-machine traffic scenario. Existing 

models either cannot accurately replicate driver’s behaviors and generate 

unrealistic trajectories or are computationally heavy and not suitable for 

control design and evaluation purpose. Therefore, an accurate and fast-

computing driver behaviors model is valuable and of the highest priority for 

this study. Thanks to the prominence of machine learning methods and data 

availability of recent years, it is now possible to develop such model. 
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2. Integration with Intelligent Transportation System. It has been demonstrated 

in literatures that the integration between CAV and smart infrastructure can 

provide significant incentives in traffic congestion relief through optimal 

traffic flow management, depending on the market penetration rate of CAV. 

There are, however, few results considering the variation of human driver’s 

behaviors, their interactions with CAV and impacts on the overall intelligent 

transportation system economic performance so far. The potential impacts on 

the transportation system mobility, energy efficiency and emissions are not 

clear yet. By characterizing the relationship between human drivers and CAV 

and quantifying such impacts, more insights can be further obtained for 

control design purpose to improve the system performance. 

3. Vehicle-grid integration. As plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and pure electric 

vehicles attracting global popularity, the adoption rate of electrified vehicles is 

expected to keep increasing in the near future. This raises critical challenges 

as well as promising solutions for smart grid infrastructure, communication 

and control problems. Some applications including large fleet EV integration 

with grid; EV charging and grid interaction; advanced communication and 

control network infrastructure with EVs, renewable energy sources integration 

and optimization, etc. can be found in existing literatures. With the EV 

equipped with connectivity and automation, more control degrees of freedom 

are available now which effectively broadens the practicality of numerous 

distributed control and optimization methods to achieve a higher well-to- 

wheel energy efficiency. 
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